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In Section 1, if 0 is a c.d.v.r. with quotient field of characteristic zero and residue 
class field k, if A is an O-algebra and if A = A_ @a k, then for algebraic families 
X over A that are polynomially properly embeddable over 4, we define the lifted 
p-adic homology with compact supports Hnc(X, A_+ &Q), which are functors with 
respect to proper maps. In Section 2, it is shown that, if X is an algebraic variety 
over k (i.e., if A = k), then the liftedp-adic hoinology of Xwith compact supports 
with coefficients in K is finite dimensional over K = quotient field of 0. In 
Section 3, the results of Sections 1 and 2 are used to generalize both the statement 
and proof of the Weil ‘Ufschetz Theorem” Conjecture and the statement (but 
not the proof) of the Weil “Riemann Hypothesis” Conjecture, to non-complete, 
singular varieties over finite fields. In addition, the Weil zeta function of varieties 
over finite fields, is generalized by a device which we call the zeta matrices, W*(X), 
0 Q h s 2 dim X, of an algebraic variety X, to varieties over even infinite fields of 
non-zero characteristic. These are used to give formulas for the zeta functions 
of each variety in an algebraic family, by means of the zeta matrices of an alebraic 
fbmily. Sketches only are given. In Section 4, some of the material is duplicated, 
to define a q-adic homology with compact supports, q # characteristic. The 
definition only makes sense for algebraic varieties; finite generation is proved. 
And the Weil “Lefschetz Theorem” Conjecture is established, even for singular, 
non-complete varieties, as well as a generalization of the Weil “Riemann 
Hypothesis” Conjecture. (However, zeta matrices do not make sense q-adically.) 
In Section 5, some special results are proved about p-adic homology with 
compact supports on affines. And the Weil “Riemann Hypothesis” conjecture 
is proved p-adically, p = characteristic, for projective, non-singular liftable 
varieties. 
1. LIFTED p-ADIC HOMOLOGY WITH COMPACT SUPPORTS 
Let 0 be a complete discrete valuation ring having a quotient field K of 
characteristic zero, and with residue class field k. Let 4 be an c-algebra and 
let A = &l oO k. Let C be a scheme of finite presentation over Ared such that 
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C is polynomially properly embeddable over A (see below-e.g., it suffices 
that C be quasiprojective over A). Then in this section we define the ltfted 
p-adic homology groups with compact supports 
Hhc(C, (At) Oz Q), all integers h. (*) 
In the special case that C is simple over Ared with fibers of constant 
dimension N and liftable over 4, these are canonically isomorphic to 
IP-h(C, r*(C)=>t & Q), all integers h, where C is any simple and separated 
lifting of finite presentation over 4. (ln general the groups (*) are defined 
to be H2N-h(X, X - C, (c($)t) @Jz Q), where X is simple and separated of 
finite presentation over /I, with fibers of constant dimension N over 4. 
X = rl xe k and C is closed in X.) These groups are shown to be a functor 
with respect to maps of reduced schemes over Ared . 
The research for this section was partly done at Harvard University in 
Spring, 1970-that portion was supported by NSF grants and a Sloane 
Foundation grant-and completed in Spring, 1978, at the University of 
Rochester. 
We now begin. 
Let 0 be a complete discrete valuation ring having quotient field K and 
residue class field k. Let 4 be an O-algebra and let A = 4 @e k. 
We first consider the following question. Let C be a reduced prescheme 
over Spec(A), and let &, resp: 0, be preschemes simple of finite presentation 
over Spec(&, such that C is A-isomorphic to a closed subprescheme of 
X = X x A A, resp.: of D = D x, A, and such that X - C, resp.: D - C, 
are quasicompact. Suppose that the dimensions of all the connected compo- 
nents of 3, resp.: 0, over 4 are all equal to the same integer N, respectively 
M. Then we find conditions under which we construct canonical isomor- 
phisms: 
* H2M-h(D, D - C, <~,*(LWt Oz Q), all integers h. (1) 
LEMMA 1. C, X and D as above, suppose that there exists an A-map 
f: Xred -+ Dred such that the restriction off induces the identity isomorphism 
from C C J&a onto C C Dred . Let V denote the image qf C under the mapping: 
C ---f X x A D such that the composites with the Jirst and second projections 
are the inclusions: C -+ X and C -+ D respectivel.y. Then we have iso- 
morphisms: 
H2M+2N-h(X 
:(.D+X x.-iD-V,(rA*t& xaD)t)OzQ) 
m H”+“(X, X - C, r,*(g)+ az Q). (2) 
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Sketch of proo$ Consider the composite mapping: 
H2N-h(X, X - C) ;;c;c;i;ny+ H2N-h(X x A D, X x A D - C x A D) 
Cuppingwith 
w$@-, l H2N+2M-h(X xA D, X x A D - V), (3) 
where u~+~,~, E H2M(X xa D, X xA D - r,) is the canonical class of r, 
on X xa D [2]. This gives an (At & Q)-homomorphism between the 
groups that we wish to prove isomorphic. 
By the second Leray spectral sequence of relative hypercohomology [I] 
we have the first quadrant spectral sequence 
and a similar second Leray spectral sequence of relative hypercohomology, 
call it (5), abutting at the first groups in Eq. (2). The construction of the 
composite mapping (3) defines a mapping from the spectral sequence (4) 
into the spectral sequence (5). Therefore the proof that the composite mapping 
(3) is an isomorphism becomes a local problem-i.e., it suffices to prove the 
analogous assertion for any collection of open subsets of C that are an open 
base for the topology of C. But an open base for the topology of C consists 
of those open subsets C’ of C, such that there exists an open neighborhood X’ 
of C’ in A’, such that, iff’ = f 1 X’, then r,, is globally regularly embedded 
[2] as O-space in X xA D, and Eq. (1) has been proved in that case in [2]. 
Remark. The proof of Lemma 1 shows more generally, “Let C, & and D 
be as above, and suppose that we have an A-map 7~: Dred + Xred that 
induces the identity from C onto C, and also that there exists a reduced 
closed subscheme of finite presentation E of D such that, all points of E that 
are generic in their fiber over Spec(A) are simple points of E over Spec(&d), 
and of codimension M - Non &d , and such that n-l(C) n E is the closed 
subset C of Dred , the intersection being in general position and transverse 
regular (as defined in [3, Proposition 11.5.2, p. 2311). Then Eq. (1) holds.” 
LEMMA 2. If there exist A-maps: Xred ---f Dred and Dred -+ &?d that both 
induce the identity mapping of C, then one can establish isomorphisms as in 
-W (1). 
Proof. By Lemma 1 we have the isomorphisms (2). Lemma 1 with “0” 
and “X” interchanged completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
For the moment, Lemma 2 above will suffice for the next set of applications. 
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Next we define a category which we denote UL,, . The objects of %i,4 are 
the pairs (C, X) where C is a reduced scheme over A and X is proper and of 
finite presentation over Spec(&, and such that C is a locally closed sub 
A-scheme of w  = X x0 k, and such that C is contained in some open 
subscheme X of p such that X is simple of finite presentation over 4, such 
that &’ - C is quasicompact and such that all the connected components 
of all the fibers of X over points of Spec(& are of the same constant dimen- 
sion N. 
EXAMPLE. If C is simple over Spec(A,,& such that there exists C simple 
of finite presentation over Spec(A) such that C = (C xo k)red , and such 
that there exists X proper of finite presentation, all the connected com- 
ponents of the fibres of which over Spec(A) have the same dimension, such 
that C is an open subscheme of x, then (C, x) E %& . (Therefore the reader 
will verify that lifted p-adic homology with compact supports, as defined 
below, generalizes the hypercohomology of a flat lifting with coefficients in the 
t of the sheaves of differential forms, when such a lifting exists, of a simple 
scheme). 
Given two such objects (C!, x) and (D, p) in %?& , a map from (C, 3) 
into (D. 9) is a pair (~,f) where 
1: c + D is a proper map over Ared , C-3 
f :  Xred --f yrred is an A-map extending 1, (6) 
where X is a “sufficiently small” open neighborhood of C in X = X xc k 
and where P = fi x0 k (two such “f “‘s, defined on different open neigh- 
borhoods “X” of C in w, are considered to be the same if they agree on some 
smaller neighborhood of C in X). 
PROPOSITION 3. For each object (C, XT) E %L,, , dehne 
ffh’(c, x, At C& Q) = H2N-h(X, X - C, (r,*($)t) & Q), 
where a7 is some open neighborhood of C in x containing C as a closed subset 
such that 8 is simple over Spec(& and such that the dimensions of all the 
connected components of all fibers of &? over Spec(& are equal to some 
constant integer N. Assume for simplicity that the ring 4 is normal (i.e., is 
isomorphic to the direct product of finitely many integral domains, each of 
which is integrally closed in its field of quotients). (We will show later to remove 
this hypothesis.) Then the assignment: 
(C x> - HfiYC, x, (&I-) Oz Q) 
is in a natural way a covariant functor from the category Uh,, into the category 
of (At) ,@& Q-modules, all integers h. 
641/11/3-10 
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Sketch of prooJ: The proof in many ways resembles that of III. 1.7, p. 249, 
of [3]. (That theorem is basically the special case of this proposition in which 
4 = 9, and we restrict attention to those (C, Z) E%& such that 
C = y x0 k.) 
The key step is, if (~,f): (C, Z) -+ (D, 9) is a map in Uk,, , then we must 
construct 
a homomorphism of At &Q-modules, all integers h. First, we can easily 
reduce to the case 4 an integral domain, which we assume. Also, it is easy 
to reduce to the case in which p and v are connected, which we assume. Let 
&, respectively: _Y, be an open neighborhood of C in Z, respectively D in r, 
such that X and 1 are simple over Spec(&, such that C, respectively D, is 
closed in a, respectively _Y, such that there exists an integer N, respectively: 
M, such that all of the connected components of fibers of & respectively: ,Y, 
over Spec(& are of dimension N, respectively: M. Let X = $ x0 k, 
Y=YxOk,8=Xxok, ~=~x~k.Replacing&byanopensubset 
if necessary, we can assume that the map f in (6) is defined on X and maps 
into Y. Then by Lemma 2 with D = $ xp ,Y, we have isomorphisms 
H2N-h(X X - C, (r: (Dt> Oz Q) 
M H2N+2M-h(X x A Y, X x/, Y - r, , (I’,(X)+) Oz Q), 
all integers h, (7) 
where r, is the graph of the map (5). (The maps, the projection: Xred xA 
Yred -+ Xred and x -+ (x, f(x)): Xred -+ &ed x A Yred fulfill the requirements 
of Lemma 2.) 
Since the map L: C ---t D is a proper map over A (see (5)), since r, is D- 
isomorphic to C and since D is closed in Y it follows that both I’, and 
X xA Y are proper over Y. Therefore r, is closed in x x A Y. Therefore we 
have the excision isomorphism [3, 1.6.4, pp. 146-1471, 
H2N+2M-h(X x A Y, X xA Y - I’, , (l-‘,(Z x4 -y)t) @z Q) 
2 H2N+2M-h(X x ,.g Y, X x A Y - r, , <,r:(Z x4 Y))t) @z Q) (8) 
all integers h, where 
‘~,~CX x&4 -2-l = r,yg x4 y), i<N+M, 
= 0, j>N+M+l, 
all integers j > 0. The restriction maps the right side of Eq. (8) into 
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H2.v’2h’-h(X XA Y, X XA Y - x XA D, (‘rs(&f xA Y)t) 6& Q), which we 
prefer writing as 
H2N+2M-h(X x A (Y, Y - D), (T,(X x A Y))t @z Q). (9) 
Since Y is proper of finite presentation over 4, there exists a blowing up a” 
of X that is projective over Spec(&). Then we have the natural mapping, 
induced by the morphism: x’ -+ x, 
H2”f2hf-h(x x A (Y, Y - 0)) --f H2N’2”-h(x’ x ,.g (Y, Y - D)), (10) 
where x’ = X’ x e k (and where the coefficients are in (‘r$(X x a y)t) oz Q 
and in ((‘rz(X’ xp -y)t) oz Q) respectively). Since x’ is projective over 4, 
there exists a finite map (meaning a map of module finite presentation) 
Since x’ is connected and finite over the normal scheme PN(&, there exists 
X” finite over X’ such that Xz” is normal, and such that y” is Galois over 
PN(A). Let d be the degree of the finite covering X” of X’ (thus 
d = [K(g”): K(Z)]), and let G be the Galois group of x” over PN(/l). Then 
we have the natural mapping from the group on the right of Eq. (10) into 
H2N+2M-h(W” x (Y, Y - D)) (where X” = x” x e k, and the coefficients are 
in ‘J’z@” xd 2% 0~ Q). 
Let 
H2N+2M-h(X’ XA (Y, Y - 0)) 
(l/d)times 
+ H2N+2M-h(B” x A (Y, Y - D)), 
natural mapping 
denote l/d times the natural mapping, all integers h. Since x” is finite, and 
therefore affine, over PN(A), by Corollary 11.3.1.2, p. 191, of [3] we have the 
isomorphisms: 
H2N+2M-h(X” x A (Y, Y - D), (‘r,(g” x R Y)t) & Q) 
m H2N+2M-h(PN(A) x A (Y, Y - D), 
(r x A id& <(‘r,*@ Xa _y)t) @z QN, (12) 
where z-: X” --+ PN(/l) is the morphism. Since PN(& is normal and since X” 
is a Galois finite covering of PN(& with Galois group G, it is easy to see, by 
arguments similar to those in [3, proof of Theorem 11.4.5, pp. 20%2101, that 
n*(Q-)G = GJQ) . - 
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It follows (by methods not unlike those in [3, proof of 11.4.51) that 
(CT x4 id,), CT,*@” XA Ykt> 0~ Q>” m (~~(PN(4)t) Oz Q. 03) 
The assignment: 01 --f CBEG 01 ’ g in each stalk defines a mapping of cochain 
complexes of sheaves of (A-l-) & Q modules over PN(A) from 
CT xs id& ((‘rz@” XA -y>t> OZ Q> 
into 
Combining this observation with Eq. (13) we obtain the transfer mapping 
from the right side of Eq. (12) into 
H2N+ZM-h(PN(A) x .a, (Y, Y - D), T;(PN(d) xa _Y)+ @z Q). (14) 
Before completing the indication of proof of Proposition 3, we digress 
to prove a lemma and corollary. 
One can deduce from [3, Corollary 11.4.4.1, p. 2061 (or rather, from its 
generalization with “A” replacing “9,” given in [2]), the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4. If Y is an o-space of finite presentation over A, if D is a closed 
subset of Y and if N is any non-negative integer then there are induced canonical 
isomorphisms, 
fWN(4 X A (y, y - D), r,PN(4 X A y>t @z Q) 
m 6 Hh-2i( Y, Y - D, (l$( Y)t) gz Q). (15) 
i=O 
Proof: We first define a natural mapping from the right side of Eq. (15) 
into the left side. We must build mappings: 
Hh-2i(Y, Y - D) + Hh(PN(A) xA (Y, Y - D)), 0 < i < IV, h 2 0. 
In fact, take the composite: 
Hh-zi( y, y - D) ” - H”-“$(PN(A) X A (Y, Y - D)) 
cup;;;;,;itL Hh(PN(A) x A (Y, Y - D)), 
’ 
where p: and p$ are induced by projections and where ui E H2”(PN(A), 
I’z(V(A))t mz Q) is the cohomology class of any linear subspace of PN(A) 
of dimension N - i (i.e., is the image of uPN(~),PN-~(A) E H2”(PN(A). 
PN(A) - PN-i(A))). This defines a canonical mapping as indicated. Con- 
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sidering the cohomology sequences of the pairs (Y, Y - D) and 
(PN(A) x A (Y, Y - D)) [3, Theorem 1.6.3, pp. 140-1411 and the Five Lemma, 
the proof of Lemma 4 reduces to the case D = i”~. We have 
A”‘(A) = P”(A) - PN-‘(A) C PN(A) 
- PJyA) c PN(A) - P”-3(A) c .‘-) (16) 
where “Pi(A)” denotes the closed subset (T, - T, = ... := T,. .i- 1 -= 0) of 
PN(A) and AN(A) is affine N-space over A. Let Pi stand for P’(A). Then 
excising the closed subset “Ti = 0” we see that the restriction is an iso- 
morphism 
HA((pN _ PN-(i-4, PA’ - PN-i) x,,$ y) 
yv Hh((AiN, Ai” - (T, = ... = 7;+, = 0)) x 4 Y), 1171 
where Ai~V denotes the affine open subset, “T, i 0” of Pav(A), so that 
hN a Spec(A[T,, ,..., T,.., , Ti+, ,..., T,]), 0 < i < N. The cohomology 
sequence of a triple 13, p. 141, Note following Theorem 1.6.3, Eq. (*)I, and 
iteration of Eq. (16), together with Eq. (17) and [3, Corollary 11.4.4.1, p. 2061, 
(as generalized in [2] with “A” replacing “0 completes the proof of 
Lemma 4. 
COROLLARY 4.1. The hypotheses being as in Lemma 4, there is induced N 
natural mapping 
HA(PN(A) x /, (Y, Y - D)) --t Hh-2N( Y, Y - D). (18) 
Completion of the sketch of proof of Proposition 3. Define Hh’(~,L 
(At) az Q) to be the composite of: the isomorphism (7), followed by the 
isomorphism (8), the restriction mapping into (9), the natural mapping (lo), 
followed by the mapping (1 1), the isomorphism (12), the transfer mapping (14) 
and the mapping (18). It remains to show that (i) if (~,f): (C, Xi) -+ (D, Z:?, 
and (j, g): (D, P) -+ (E, z) are maps in %h,A , then Hhc(jr g) 0 HkC(~,f) =: 
Hhc(j 0 L, g of), all integers h, and (ii) if (id,, idx) is the identity of (C, x) in 
Uh,, then Htkc(id, , id;p) is the identity of H,‘(C, x’, (At) oz Q), all integers h. 
(To prove Eq. (i), one first considers the case in which 3 and p are projective 
spaces over 4, and argues similarly to the proof of Theorem 111.1.5 in 
[3, pp. 244-2461. (The proof is in some ways easier, since one does not have 
to argue with Poincart duality.) To prove Eq. (ii), one notes that it suffices 
to show that HA”(id, , idg) is an isomorphism for all integers h. And, by using 
the second Leray spectral sequence of relative hypercohomology [I] this 
problem becomes local in C. By such techniques, one reduces to the case: 
C an affine scheme, x = a projective space over 4, and then an explicit 
computation is made.) 
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COROLLARY 3.1. The same hypotheses as Proposition 3, but delete the 
hypothesis that “4 is normal.” Let G?& be the jiiil subcategory of gk,4 
generated by those pairs (C, X) E ??& such that B M P"(&l), there exists an 
integer N 2 0. Then the assignment, (C, x) - Hhc(C, g, (4-t) &Q), 
h > 0, is a functor on the category Vi,, . 
Proof. Similar to (but easier than) Proposition 3; simply delete Eqs. (lO)- 
(14) from the proof of Proposition 3. 
Remark. For a better generalization of Proposition 3 beyond the normal 
case, see Remark 2 following Proposition 7 below. 
PROPOSITION 5. The hypotheses being as in Proposition 3, let (C, Y) and 
(C, y’) be two objects in the category Ub,, having the same C. Then there are 
induced canonical isomorphisms of (At) & Q-modules 
fb’(C, X, (At) Oz Q) = fhc(C, X’, (At> Oz Q), 
all integers h. 
Sketch of proof. We have maps in the category U&4 , 
(idc , nI): (C, X xR $‘) -+ (C, x) 
and 
(i& , ~~1: CC, x xA X’) + (C, x’>, 
where rTT1 and rrZ are the canonical projections. Therefore we need only show 
that both of these maps induce isomorphisms on lifted p-adic homology with 
compact supports, e.g., the first of these. Let 3 and &’ be as in the proof of 
Proposition 3, and X = X x 0 k, X’ = $’ x a k. Using second Leray spectral 
sequences of relative hypercohomology [l], we have the first quadrant 
cohomological spectral sequence 
E;'" = ff"(C, H"(X x - C, (r,*(S>t) Oz QN 
* HW', X - C, (~,*@?t) Oz Q) 
and a similar spectral sequence abutting at H”(X xA x’, X x A X’ - C, 
(I’i(Z x4 &‘)t) gz Q). Therefore, tracing the proof of Proposition 3 and 
of Lemma 1 (notice that all the maps constructed generalize to the cochain 
level (as defined in [3, Chap. I]), and therefore induce maps of spectral 
sequences), this problem is local in C. Let N, respectively: I?‘, be the dimen- 
sion of the fibers of x, respectively: &‘, over 4. 
Case I. N = N’. Then if we replace C by a small enough open subset, 
then there exists & over 4 such that C is A-isomorphic to a closed subset of 
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E = E x0 k and such that there exist &tale &mappings of finite presen- 
tation: E -+ $ and & -+ 3’ both of which induce the identity on C. But then, 
by the first cohomology theorem in [2], we have that these mappings induce 
isomorphisms, 
W2N-h(X. X - C, (T,*(Z)t) Oz Q) “, H2N-h(E, E - C, (~,*(BH> Oz Q>v 
~IZ~~-~(X’, X’ - C, (I’l;(Z’)t) & Q) z H”N-h(E, E - C, (r,(E)t) ‘Z’z QL 
all integers h. (And it is easy to see that the isomorphisms thus obtained 
between H2N-h(X, X - C) and H2N-h(X’, X’ - C), h E Z, coincide with the 
ones indicated above.) 
Case 11. N # N’, say N’ > N. Let Q = 3 x, P”‘-,“(A) and let 
C -+ X x ,, P”‘-N(A) be the map whose first coordinate is the inclusion: 
C c-+ X and whose second coordinate is the composite of the structure map: 
C -+ Spec(A) with the map Spec(A) FZ (the section (T, = ... = TN,-, == 0) 
of P”‘-N(A)) C PN’-“(A). Then Lemma 2 applies (since we have the projection 
mapping: $ xd PN’-N(+$ ---f & and the mapping $ --t & xq PN’-N(& 
whose coordinates are the identity of $ and the composite & --f Spec(& w  
(the section (7’, = ... = TN,+ = 0) of P”‘-N(&) c-+ PV’-N(& both of 
which induce the identity on C), whence by Lemma 2 
JP”-“(X, x - C) w IP’-yx XA PN’-N(A), x XA PV’-+I) - C), 
all integers h. But by Case I, with y x,P N’-N(& replacing x, we have that 
W”‘-yx x,4 P”‘-N(A), X x.d P”‘-“(A) - C) +z /TN’-h(X’, X’ - C), 
all integers h. 
I~EFINITI~N I. Let 4 be a ring and let A be a quotient ring of&l. A scheme 
C over A is properly embedduble over 4 if there exists X proper of finite 
presentation over 4 such that C is A-isomorphic to a locally closed subscheme 
of W = s i(d A, such that x - C is quasicompact and such that C is 
contained in the set of simple points of X over 4. 
Remark 1. When this is the case, it is easy to see that g can be taken so 
that there exists $ open in x and simple of finite presentation over 4 such 
that C is closed in $ and such that the connected components of fibers 
of 3 over Spec(& all have the same dimension. 
Remark 2. By a well-known theorem of Nagata [4], it is easy to show 
that, C is properly embeddable over A zJ” C is A-isomorphic to a closed 
subscheme of a scheme X that is separated and simple of finite presentation 
over Spec(A), and such that X - C is quasicompact where X = JT x0 k. 
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Definition 1 is relative to 4 as well as A. Definition 2 below is independent 
of A, depends on the o-algebra structure of A, and is more restrictive. 
DEFINITION 2. Let Q be a ring, let A be an Q-algebra and let C be a scheme 
over Spec(A). Fix a polynomial algebra J’ over 0 (in possibly infinitely many 
variables. That is, P w 0)[(T&] as B-algebras, there exists some set I) and 
an epimorphism of o-algebras: -P --f A. Then we say that C is polynomially 
properly embeddable over A tJ+C’ is properly embeddable over J’ in the sense 
of Definition 1. (It is easy to see that this definition is independent of the 
choice of such a ,P and of an epimorphism: p -+ A, since polynomial algebras 
are projective objects in the category of B-algebras.) 
EXAMPLE 1. If C is quasiprojective over A, then C is properly embed- 
dable over 4 for 4 as in Definition 1 (take x = a suitable PN(&) (and 
therefore C is also polynomially properly embeddable over A). 
EXAMPLE 2. If C is simple over Ared and lijiiable over 4, in the sense that 
there exists & separated and simple of finite presentation over 4 such that 
X = $ x4 A, then C is properly embeddable over A. 
EXAMPLE 3. Not every algebraic variety over a field is properly 
embeddable over that field-for a counterexample, see G. Horrocks, 
Birationally ruled surfaces without embeddings in regular schemes, Bull. 
London Math. Sot. 3 (1971), 57-60. 
The main theorem is Theorem 6. We return to the notation 0, K, k, A, A 
as at the beginning of the section. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose that the ring 4 is normal (respectively: Make no 
additional hypothesis on A). Then let go,4 be the category having for objects all 
schemes C over Spec(A) that are properly embeddable over 4 (respectively: 
that are polynomially properly embeddable over A), and for maps all proper 
A-maps. Then we have functors, “liftedp-adic homology with compact supports” 
C - &‘(C (At) Oz Q), all integers h, 
from the category %‘e,* into the category of (At) &- Q-modules. 
Sketch of proof (We sketch the case in which 4 is normal. The other case 
is covered in Remark 2 following Proposition 7 below.) For every object 
C E V,,, by definition there exists B such that (C, x) E %?& . Then by 
Proposition 3 we have 
Hh’(C, X, (At) Oz Q), all integers h. 
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But by Proposition 5 these groups are independent, up to canonical iso- 
morphisms, of p. So define 
HhTC, (At) Oz Q) = Hhc(C, X, (A-t) Oz Qh (19) 
for any such X, all integers h. Propositions 3 and 5 prove that 
H,“(C, (At) & Q) is a functor on the category %O,d , all integers h. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let CE Gf?e,A and let D be a reduced closed A-subscheme 
of C such that D E %‘0,p (i.e., such that C - D is quasicompact). Let U be the 
open subset C - D of C. Then there is induced a homomorphism of (At) C& Q- 
modules, which we call the restriction, 
HhC(C, (At) Oz Q) - H,t’(U, (4) Oz QL 
all integers h. Moreover, we have a long exact sequence: 
... bhi-l Hhe(D, (At) $Jz Q) -f!% Hhc(C, (&) oz Q) 
restrictio: Hhc(U, (At) & Q) 25 Hi-,(D, (At) @Jz Q) ---f e.*, (20) 
where L is the inclusion; D -+ C. 
Proof. Choose g such that (C, x) E Uh,, , and let & be as in the proof of 
Proposition 3. Then 
H,Y@ b&t) Oz Q) = HzN-YX, X - DA 
Hhc(C, (At) @z Q) = H2N-h(X, X - C) 
and Hhe(U, (dt) oz Q) = H2N-h(X - D, X - C), all integers h. Therefore 
the indicated long exact homology sequence is the cohomology sequence of 
the triple [3, 1.6, Note, pp. 141-1421 (X, X - D, X - C) with coefficients in 
U-‘,*@>t, Oz Q. 
Remark 1. The hypotheses being as in Theorem 6, let M be any module 
over the ring (At) Oz Q. Then for every C E go,d we define the lifted p-adic 
homology with compact supports of C with coe#icients in M as follows. Fix any 
x such that (C, X) E +?& , and let & be as in the proof of Proposition 3. 
Let U be a finite set of affine open subsets of $ that is a covering (in the sense 
of [3, 1.5, p. 1271) and that is a refinement of the covering {X, X - C> (in 
the sense of [3, 1.5, p. 1271) and define 
C, = CzN-YU, (A’, X - C>, V,“<X>t> Oz QL 
all integers h (where C*(U, X, X - C,) is as defined in [3, 1.6, p. 1441). 
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Then C* is a chain complex of ((At) & Q)-modules such that C, is flat 
over (At) & Q, all integers h. Define, for every ((At) & Q)-module M, 
ffh’(C, M> = WC, @(4+)azQ M>. (21) 
Then by the definition in Theorem 6 and by [3, Theorem 1.6.7, p. 1521, in 
the special case M = (At) oz Q this coincides with the lifted p-a& home- 
logy with compact supports of C with coefficients in (At) oz Q. In general, 
we call the (At) mz Q-modules defined in (21) the lifted p-adic homology 
groups with compact supports of C with coeficients in the (4-t az Q)-module 
M. Then, since each C, is flat over (4-t) az Q, we have the universal coeffi- 
cients spectral sequence (see [5, Chap. V, shortly after the definition of 
“percohomology”]), a homological spectral sequence confined to the region: 
p > 0, 2N - M,, < q < 2N, where M, is an integer such that 
Hi(X, X - C, (rs($)t) Oz Q) = 0, all integers i > M,, + 1, 
Tork4t’@ZQ(Hqc(C, (&) Oz Q), M) 
+- Hnc(C, M>. (22) 
The hypotheses being as in Theorem 6, for every (At) Oz Q-module M 
we also define the lifted p-adic cohomology with compact supports of C with 
coeficients in A4 as follows. Let C, be the chain complex constructed in the 
last paragraph, and let D, be a chain complex such that Dh is projective 
as (At) @Jz Q-module, all integers h, and such that we have a mapping 
4* : D, + C, of chain complexes that induces an isomorphism on homo- 
logy in all dimensions. Let D* = f-fom,+~zQ(D*, At oz Q), a cochain 
complex of (At Oz Q)-modules. Let ‘D* be a cochain complex of (At Oz Q)- 
modules, indexed by all the integers, and T*: ‘D* --f D* a mapping such 
that ‘Dh is flat as (At oz Q)-module, and Hh(7*) is an isomorphism, all 
integers h. Then for every (At Oz Q)-module M, define 
all integers h. 
fLh(C, M) = Hh(‘D* @(a+)@zQ M)> (23) 
In general, if R is a ring and if N and M are left R-modules, then let P, be 
an acyclic projective resolution of N, and let P* = HomR(P, , R), a non- 
negative cochain complex of right R-modules. Let ‘P* be a cochain complex 
(indexed by all the integers) of right R-modules, and p*: ‘P* + P* a mapping 
such that ‘Ph is flat as right R-module, and H”(p*) is an isomorphism, all 
integers h. 
Then define 
bRh(N, M) = Hh(‘P* OR M), (24) 
all integers h. Then, in the terminology of [5, Chap. V], gRh(N, M) is the 
hth percohomology group of HRh(P*, M) of P* with coejkients in M; and 
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therefore, if It-, is any acyclic flat resolution of M, and if Fi = F-, , all 
integers i, then 
&J&N, M) m Hh(P* @RF*) canonically, (24.1) 
all integers h. Then BRh is an additive functor of two variables from the 
category of left R-modules into abelian groups, contravariant in the first 
variable and covariant in the second variable, and preserving direct limits 
over directed sets in the second variable, such that gRh(N, M) = ExtRh(N, M) 
for all left R-modules M such that there exists an acyclic resolution of M by 
Jinitely generated projective left R-modules.* (This latter follows from Eq. 
(24.1) and the fact that Hom,( , R) @A P .Z Hom,( , Fi) if Pi is finitely 
generated projective). Also, from Eq. (24.1), for all left R-modules N and M, 
we have the second quadrant cohomological spectral sequence 
Tor!,(Ext,q(N, R), M) => gRTL(iV, M). (24.2) 
Then from definitions (23) and (24), we deduce the universal coefficients 
spectral sequence, a cohomological spectral sequence confined to the horiz. 
strip 2N - M,, < q < 2N, where M,, is an integer such that k?(X, X - C, 
(r:(&)t) & Q) = 0, all integers i >, M, -t 1, and where N is the dimen- 
sion of the fibers of X over Spec(A), 
EPA - ,.$” 2 - B+OZ~(W(C, (&t) Oz Q), W =- ff,‘“(C, Ml. (25) 
(In the spectral sequence (29, if M admits an acyclic resolution by fin. gen. 
projectives, then “GRBZo” can be replaced by “Ext$+o,a”). Using these 
universal coefficients spectral sequences (22) and (25), the proofs of Lemma I 
and of Propositions 3 and 5 show that definitions (21) and (23) are indepen- 
dent of all choices (i.e., of x and U, and in the case of definition (23), also 
of&, ‘D* , t$* and T*), and are functors on the category %@.a , all integers h, 
all (At) ,G& Q-modules M(the homology being covariant and the cohomology 
contravariant). And of course also the long exact sequence (20) of Proposi- 
tion 7 goes through with “M” replacing “(At) @& Q” and similarly for the 
analogous long exact sequence for lifted p-adic cohomology with compact 
supports with coefficients in any fixed (dt & Q)-module M. Also, from 
Definitions (21 j and (23), it follows that, if the hypotheses are as in Theorem 6, 
and if C is any fixed object in the category ‘+J?~,~, then the assignment: 
M A+ Hkc(C, M), h E Z, respectively: M ++ Hch(C, M), h E Z, is a homological, 
* A ring R is left coherent @every finitely generated left ideal is finitely presented. (For 
example, if A is a finitely generated o-algebra, then A_+ and (A_+) & Q are both Noetherian, 
and therefore also left coherent.) I f  the ring R is left coherent, then this condition on M 
is equivalent to: “M is of finite presentation as left R-module.” It follows readily that, 
if the ring R is left coherent, then 8~“ .= 0 for h <. 0 (since then these functors commute 
with direct limits over directed sets in the second variable, and vanish when A4 is finitely 
presented). In fact, if R is a ring, then R is left coherent $8~~ :- 0 i f f  for all sets f,  R’ 
is flat as left R-module; see [5, Introduction]. 
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respectively: cohomological, exact connected sequence of functors from the 
category of ((At> Oz Q)- modules into the category of (At) @z Q-modules, 
and also that both of these connected sequences of functors preserve direct 
limits over directed sets. 
Also, if the hypotheses are as in Theorem 6, then we also have a universal 
coefficients spectral sequence for lifted p-adic cohomology with compact 
supports. Namely, then for every (At) & Q-module M and every object C 
in g~,~ , we have the cohomological spectral sequence 
Et” = Tor!$‘@OZQ)(13,q(C, (&) & Q), M) 3 H,*(C, A4). (26) 
This cohomological spectral sequence is confined to the region p < 0, 
q 3 2N - M,, where M,, is an integer such that Hi(X, X - C, 
<G(Z>t> Oz Q) = 0 f or i > MO + 1, and where N is the dimension of 
the fibers of X over Spec (A) (a region that resembles the second quadrant). 
The filtration on the abutment of (26) is a discrete filtration (i.e. the zero- 
submodule is a filtered piece of H,“(C, M), for each integer n), and also 
for each integer n, the union of the filtered pieces of H,“(C, M) is all of 
Hc”(C, Ml. 
Remark 2. We now prove the parenthetical case of Theorem 6 (and also 
Proposition 7). Let _P be any polynomial algebra over 0 such that A is 
isomorphic to a quotient O-algebra of -P, and fix any B-homomorphism: 
P + &I lifting the epimorphism: P -+ A. Let P = -P 00 k. Then P being a 
polynomial algebra is normal, and therefore 4 and P obey the hypotheses of 
the non-parenthetical case of Theorem 6, so we have the functors on the 
category go,p: C - Hhc(C, Pi- 0~ Q), and by Remark 1 above even the 
functors: C no Hhc(C, M), all integers h, all (Et) @z Q-modules M, on the 
category %YO,,?. But the category V 0,d (with polynomially properly embed- 
dable objects) is a full subcategory of V,,p (with properly embeddable 
objects over _P). If now M is any 4-t @z Q-module, then regarding M as a 
(r-t) @z Q-module, the restriction of the functor C - Hhc(C, M) to the full 
subcategory %?O,p of GF?@,~ proves Remark 1 (for the parenthetical hypotheses 
of Theorem 6). And the special case M = (At) & Q proves the parenthetical 
part of Theorem 6. Similarly for Proposition 7. Q.E.D. 
Remark 3. Let D E %o,a and let d be the largest dimension of fibers of D 
over A. Then by theorems in [2], H,“(D, (dt) & Q) = 0 for h 2 2d + 1. 
By the universal coefficients spectral sequence (Remark I above, Eq. (22)), 
it follows that H,“(D, M) = 0 for all flat (At) @z Q-modules M, all integers 
h 2 2d+ 1. 
Remark 4. If we take 4 = 0, and if D E ‘ZG,~ , then it is easy to see that 
Hhc(D, K) = 0, all integers h such that either h < 0 or h > 2d, d = dim D. 
However, 
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EXAMPLE. Let 4 be an O-algebra that is simple over 0 and that is a local 
ring such that A is of dimension n > 1 and let D be the closed point of 
Spec(A). Then D E @‘a,& and HZ,(D, (At) 0~ Q) = H”(Spec(A), Sp4A) - D, 
@ISpec~)t) & Q # 0. Therefore negative homology groups with compact 
supports need not always vanish if 4 # 0. 
Remark 5. A very special case of the considerations of this section, 
is the case in which 4 = c = C, the field of complex numbers. Then for 
every complex algebraic variety C that is properly embeddable over C, 
and every complex vector space M, we have defined H,,“(C, M) and 
Hch(C, M), complex vector spaces, defined for all integers h, which vanish 
unless 0 < h < 2n, n = dim C. It is easy to see, going back to the defi- 
nitions in Proposition 3 and Theorem 6 and in Eqs. (21) and (23) that, if 
CtoD denotes the set of closed points of C with the classical topology, then 
there are induced canonical isomorphisms 
H,c(C, W = Hhc(Ctop , W, all integers h > 0, 
Hch(C, M) M Hch(Cto, , Ml, all integers h > 0, 
where the complex vector spaces on the right are the usual singular homology 
with compact supports and singular cohomology with compact supports. 
(These, the reader will recall, are defined as follows: If C is any locally com- 
pact, Hausdorff, paracompact topological space, and if M is any abelian 
group, then define 
- - 
Hh’(c, kf) = Hh(C, C - C, hf), 
Hch(C, M) = Hh(T, C - C, M), 
for all integers h > 0, where C is any compactification of X, and the groups 
on the right are the usual relative singular homology and cohomology 
groups.) Therefore, in the only case in which the usual singular homology 
and cohomology with compact supports, and our lifted theory as defined 
in this section, both make sense-namely, in the case 4 = 0 = C-then 
ours and the usual singular theories coincide. 
2. FINITE GENERATION OF LIFTED p-ADIC HOMOLOGY 
WITH COMPACT SUPPORTS 
Let fi be a complete discrete valuation ring having a quotient field of 
characteristic zero, and with residue class field k. Let C be an algebraic 
variety over k that is properly embeddable (see Section 1) over 0 (e.g., it 
suffices that C be quasiprojective), and let K be the quotient field of c. 
Then in this section we prove that the lifted p-adic homology with compact 
supports, Hhc(C, K), as defined in Section 1, is finite dimensional over K, all 
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integers h. In consequence if C is simple over k and embeddable [6] over 0, 
then the lifted p-adic cohomology of C, Hh(C, K), as defined in [6], is finite 
dimensional over K, all integers h. (Therefore if C is simple of finite type over 
k, and if C should admit the simple lifting C over 0, then the groups 
Hh(C, (I’$(C)t) 0~ K), h 2 0, as defined in [3], are finite dimensional over K, 
all integers h.) (The analogous theorems for q-adic homology with compact 
supports, and for q-adic cohomology, about finite generation, can also be 
proved by the same method, see Section 4 below.) 
The research for this section was begun at Harvard University in Spring, 
1970. That portion was partially supported by an NSF Postdoctoral Fellow- 
ship and a Sloane Foundation grant. This research was completed at the 
University of Rochester in Spring 1978. 
Let 0, K, k, A, A, and %0,d be as in Section 1. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that 4 is normal and let C, D E V,,, be such that C is 
proper over Spec(A), and let f: C --f D be an A-map. (Therefore f is a map in 
V,,, .) Suppose that there exist x and p proper of finite presentation over 4, 
such that xK = x ~0 K is simple over 4 00 K, such that C (respectively: D) 
is a closed A-subscheme of X = x x 0 k (respectively: of Y = P x 0 k), such 
that D is contained in the set _Y of H of simple points of P over Spec(A) and 
such that the dimension of all connected components of jbers of x (respec- 
tively: F) over Spec(& is equal to a constant integer N (respectively: M). 
Let Y = _Y x 0 k. Suppose also that there exists il a closed A-subscheme of Y 
such that D = (D ~0 k)red , and that there e&s f: $ -+ D a mapping of 
A-schemes such that the restriction off to C is jI Then there is induced a 
homomorphism of At 00 K-modules 
H2N-h(x, x - c, (‘rp(Y)t) @Q K) 
-+ HzM-YK Y - D, U-‘,*(_y)t) 630 K) = HnTD, (AtI 00 K), (1) 
all integers h. Suppose, in addition, that any one of the foIlowing three technical 
conditions holds: Either 
(a) 4 = 8 or 
(b) the image of: u~~,,,,~, (as de$ned below)) in 
- 
(bl) H2W x4 (_V, Y - @), ‘rs@ xp _Y) a0 K) comes from an ele- 
ment of 
(b2) 0:: [Hi@, ‘I’$@))] @A [HW-i(_Y, J’ - 4 q(n)] ae, K; or that 
(c) Hh(x, ‘F$(X)t 00 K) is finitely generated as (At) 00 K-module, 
all integers h, 0 < h ,( 2M. 
Then, if the ring At is Noetherian, then the image of the homomorphism (1) 
is finitely generated as ((At) 00 K)-module. 
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Note. The proof of the lemma shows that, if the hypothesis “f: X ---f Q” 
is weakened to: ‘f: X -+ y,” then one can still construct the mapping (1). 
Proof. The construction of the map (1) is similar to the proof of Propo- 
sition 3 of Section 1. First, notice that since x, and Y, (= y x ~0 K) are simple 
of finite presentation over AK = 4 00 K, by [2] (or, in the case 4 = 0, by 
[3,11.5, p. 231, just before Proposition 21, we have the canonical class 
where fK = f x O K and I’,K C X, x AK YK is the graph of fK . But 
- fwXK x AK Y,, x, x AK Y, - r,, , rigxK x .4K Y,)) (3) 
(since X, xAK Y, = (g x A y) x 0 K and the objects are of finite presenta- 
tion over 4; see, e.g., [2]). Therefore the element (2) defines an element, call 
it “Wx*y,r, 7” in the left side of Eq. (3). We also use the same notation for the 
image of this element in HzM(W x A Y, X x A Y - r, , rj(g xg y))t QB K). 
We define the (At 80 K)-homomorphism (1) each integer h, to be the 
composite of the sequence: 
H2N+2M-h(x x A Y, x x A Y - r, , ‘r,*(g x A _Y)t Orn K) restriction+ 
H2N+2M--h(x x A ( y, y - 0)) natural 
fpN’2M-h(X’ x A (y, y _ 0)) (1!d);-y+ 
jy2~+2~-h(W” x A ( y, y _ 0)) “-h@’ l 
H2~f2yly4) x A (Y, Y - D)) “a~fo;e~;.l, 
H2M-h(Y, Y - D, r;(y)t 08 K), 
(4) 
where Z, X”, 8’, X”, d and G are constructed as in the proof of Proposition 3 
of Section 1. 
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Considering the second mapping and the fifth group in the sequence (4), 
we see that the image of any element x E HaN-“(X, x - C, ‘Q(x)+ go K) 
under the mapping (1) depends only on the value of the image of 7$(x) in 
HzN-h(X x A Y, ‘F,“(Y)? @e K) after cupping with the image of ugXdy,r, in 
PyX x A (Y, Y - D), (Ta*(X x ,j y)t) 00 K). (5) 
Condition (a) implies condition (b). Therefore it suffices to prove the lemma 
if either (b) or (c) holds. 
Case 1. Condition (b) holds. Then by condition (b) the image of axxAy,r, 
in the group (5) can be written in the form 
ZM B 
(6) 
where B is an integer 21, and where eij E Hi@, ‘F$(g)t 00 K) and 
fij E H2M-i( Y, Y - D, (Fi(_Y)j-) 00 K), 1 < j < B, 0 d i < 2M. Therefore 
in this case the image of the element x in the fifth group of the sequence (4) 
can be written as 
(7) 
Considering the maps leaving the fifth, sixth and seventh groups in Eq. (4), 
it follows that image of x under the composite mapping (4) depends only 
on the images, for all integers i, j such that 0 < i < 2M, 1 < j < B, 
cLij(X) E H2N-h+yPN(A), r,*(Py&)t 00 K) 03) 
of the elements: ~T?(x u e,j) under the composite mappings: 
for 0 ,( i < 2M. In fact, considering the last mapping in the sequence (4), 
the image of x E H2N-h(X, x - C, (‘Pj(x)t) 00 K) under the mapping (1) 
depends actually only on those aij(x) in Eq. (8) such that i = h, i.e., only on 
the value of the elements cy&x) E H2N(PN(A), Fz(PN(A))t Orn K), 1 <j ,( B. 
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Since (by Lemma 4 of Section 1 with J’ = Spec(&) this latter group is 
isomorphic to (At) 00 K, it follows that for each integer j, 1 < j < B, 
the assignment: x -+ ~l~,~(x) is a homomorphism of (At) GJo K-modules from 
the (At) go K-module 
-- /P-(X, x - c, (‘r,*(x,t> @a K), (9) 
into (A+) @)a K, and that if ah(x) = (~~~(x))~c~g~ is the mapping from the 
group (9) into ((At) go K)B, then the image of x under (1) is completely 
determined by the image of x under (Y h , all elements x of the group (9). 
Therefore the image of the homomorphism (1) is naturally (At) @c K- 
isomorphic to a quotient module of the image of ah, and therefore is finitely 
generated as (At) @JO K-module. Q.E.D. 
Case 2. Condition (c) holds. We have seen that the image of an element 
x E H2N-h(W, X - C, (‘f’$(X)t) 00 K) under the mapping (1) depends only 
on the image of n?(x) in H ““-“(X xA Y, ‘I’$@)t OS K). Therefore the 
image of x under (1) depends only on the image of x in H2N-h(X, 
(‘I’$(x)t) 00 K, Therefore the image of (1) is naturally (At) 00 K-isomor- 
phic to a quotient module of the image of the restriction map: 
-- P-(X, x - c. (‘r,*(x)+) @@I K)+ H2N-h(X, c’r,“<x>,t oe; Eo. 
But by hypothesis (c) the range of this latter mapping is finitely generated. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark. If one drops the hypothesis that “the ring &I+ is Noetherian,” 
then the proof of Lemma 1 shows that the image of the mapping (1) is a 
submodule of a finitely generated (At) 00 K-module. Also, if M is any 
finitely generated (At) @K-module, then the image of the analogous 
mapping 
H2-Q, x - c, M) - H,“(D, M), Cl,,) 
with coefficients in M, is a submodule of a finitely generated (At) OF K- 
module, all integers h. 
COROLLARY 1.1. The hypotheses being as in the Note to Lemma 1, if U is 
any open subset of C such that U E %‘O,d ( i.e., such that U is quasicompact) and 
such that U is contained in the simple points of x, and if V is an open subset 
qf D such that V E %YP,a (i.e., such that V is quasicompact), such that f maps U 
641/11/3-11 
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into V, and such that the restriction fLI: CT -+ V is proper over A, then the 
following diagram is commutative 







HzN-h(X,, X0 - U, r;(z)? O. K)+ H B”-“(Yo, Yo- v,r,*cr)tOoK)=H,<(V,AtOuK) 
ii 
HnE(U, 4 t Ou K) 
I 
HhO( fu) 
all integers h, where &, (resp: I,,) is any open neighborhood of (I (resp: V) 
in y (resp: r) that is simple of$nite presentation over 4 such that if X, = 
& x0 K (resp: Y, = -Y, x 0 K) then U (resp: V) is closed in X,, (resp: YJ. 
Proof. The two “equalities” in the diagram are the definition of Hhc; 
commutativity of the upper right square is the definition of the “restriction” 
mapping in Hhc; and commutativity of the bottom square is by definition of 
Hhc(fLI). Commutativity of the upper left square follows from the definition 
of the map (I) of Lemma 1 and the definition (see the Proof of Proposition 3 
of Section 1) of IThe( 
LEMMA 2. Let x and C be as in the hypotheses of Lemma 1. Let 
(C’, x’) E %:9,a be such that c’ is closed in x’ = x’ xo k, and such that we 
have a mapping p: x + x’ of A-schemes that maps C into C’. Suppose that 
we have & an open subset of $ that is simple ofjinite presentation over A, and 
jj a closed subscheme of _X ofjinite presentation over 4, of Krull codimension 
N - N’, such that S n p-‘(C) C C as sets, and such that if E = E xo k, 
X=Xxek,E=XnEandU=XnC,thenE,,a, U,andtheclosed 
subscheme p-‘(c’) n X of Xred are simple over Spec(A,,d), and &d and 
p-l(C) n X are in general position and intersect transverse regularly 13, 
Proposition 11.5.2, p. 2311 over Spec(A&). Suppose also that E is dense in I!?, 
and that the generic points offibers of EK = g x0 K over Spec(A 00 K) are 
simple over Spec(A @c K). Suppose that we have X’ open in $’ of finite 
presentation over Spec(& such that p maps 3 into X’, and such that $ is 
simpIe over x’, andsuch that if U’ = C’ n &‘, then p-‘(U) n $ = U, and the 
restriction r of p to U is a proper mapping from U into U’. Suppose, for 
simplicity, that the A-mapping r: U -+ U’ is an isomorphism from U onto U’. 
Then the foIlowing diagram is commutative: 
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Remark. The hypothesis that “the A-mapping r: U -+ U’ is an iso- 
morphism from U onto U”’ can be eliminated, leaving a true statement 
(which we shall not prove). (The proof is similar.) 
Proof We first must define the mapping /I. Since the generic points of 
fibers of EK over Spec(A,) are simple over Spec(A,) (where AK = 4 Brn K), 
by [2] we have the canonical class uxK,EK E H2’N-N’)(XK , X, - Ex , I’;K(X,>), 
where X, = x x0 K. This latter cohomology group is isomorphic to 
H2(N-N’)(X, X - iJ ‘I’$($) 80 K). Let uxK,+ denote the image of that 
element in this latter group, and let u3.i denote the image in -- 
H2(N-N’)(X, X - E, (r*(Y)?) @@ K). Then let /I be the composite: 
H2N’-h(X’, W’ - C’, (r,*(~‘)t) 00 K) 
-- 
“, H2N’-yx, x - p-l(C’), (‘q(X)t) @fl K) 
cupping with ____f H2N-h(X, w - c, (‘r,(z)t> @Lo K). 
U8,E -- 
Then if we define /3,, similarly, the upper left square clearly commutes. And, 
by the remark following Lemma 1 of Section 1, it is easy to see that the 
upper right square commutes. Commutativity of the bottom square and 
triangle are by definition. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3. Let D be an algebraic variety (=scheme ofJinite type) over k 
that is properly embeddable over 0. Then the lifted p-adic homology with 
compact supports H,,c(D, K) of D with coeficients in K isJinitely generated as 
K-vector space, all integers h. 
Proof: The proof is by induction on the dimension of D. If U’ is a dense 
open subset of D, then by Proposition 7 of Section 1 we have the exact 
sequence: 
. . . a,,?, H,,“(L) - u’, K) Hhc(! H,“(D, K) 
restrictio?+ H,,“(u’, K) -a,_ I-$,(D - u’, K) -+ *-.. (10) 
Since dim(D - U’) < dim(D), by the inductive assumption to prove the 
theorem for D it suffices to prove it for any variety birationally equivalent 
to D. Therefore the theorem easily reduces to the case in which D is 
irreducible, projective and a hypersurface. Then choose S proper and flat 
over Spec(O), and an irreducible, projective hypersurface over Spec(O), 
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such that D is k-isomorphic to D x0 k, and such that the general fiber, 
DK = Q x e K, is simple over K (this is easily done by the Jacobian criterion). 
Since D is projective over 0, B is O-isomorphic to a closed subscheme of 
PN’(0) for some integer N’. Let x be a point of D that is in D and that is a 
simple point of D over 0. Then there exists an open neighborhood @’ of x in 
P”‘(0) and d functions t, ,..., t, E r(_W, OK) where d = dim D, such that if 
Li= _WnDandiftl,...,tl,aretheimagesoft,,...,t,inr(U,G,),andifwe 
let si=tiOQ1-lOot:Er(_Wx~-U,O~), 1 <i<d, where x = 
PN’(0) x0 B, then the closed subset: (.s[= ... = sd = 0) of _U; xe r’ 
intersected with V x e U is the diagonal of U x m u. Let z be the closure in 
y of the closed subset (sl = 1.. = sd = 0) of _W x0 V, let C be the inter- 
section of B and 07 x0 D in X (=PN’(0) x 0 Q), let C = (c x0 k)red , let 
X’ = P = PN’(0), let f: $ -+ Q be the second projection and let C’ =:= D. 
Let U’ be the open subset _V x0 k of D, let V = U’ and let U be the diagonal 
of U’ x B U’. Then U is an open subset of C and the restriction T of the first 
projection is an isomorphism from U onto U’. Let & == p’ xc, y, y0 = II., 
&’ = _Ur, A’, = & x 0 k, Y,, = y x0 k, X’ = &’ x 0 k. Then all the 
hypotheses of Lemmas I and 2, and of Corollary 1 .I hold, so that we have 
the mappings y, p, /$, andf” of Lemmas 1, 2, 2, and of Corollary 1.1, respec- 
tively (notice that fU is an isomorphism), and we have the commutative 
diagram (the notation “r$t” is as in [3]): 
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all integers h. (Commutativity of the three squares to the bottom right is 
Corollary 1.1; commutativity of the other squares is Lemma 2.) By Lemma 1, 
the image of y is a finite dimensional K-vector space. Diagram chasing 
in the above diagram, it follows that the restriction mapping: Hhc(C’, K> + 
HhC(CI’, K) has a finite dimensional image, all integers h. But C’ = D. Then 
considering the long exact sequence (lo), we have that the mappings 
“restriction” in Eq. (10) have finite dimensional images. Since by the inductive 
assumption Hhc(D - U’, K) is finite dimensional over K, from the exact 
sequence (10) we deduce that Hhe(D, K) is finite dimensional, all integers h. 
Q.E.D. 
The proof of Theorem 3 shows equally well 
COROLLARY 3. I. Suppose that the U-algebra 4 is a discrete valuation ring f’ 
containing G such that the maximal ideal of 0’ contracts to the maximal ideal 
of 0. Let k’ be the residue class field of 0’ and let K’ be the quotient field 
of O’t”. Then the lifted p-adic homology with compact supports Hac(D, K’) is 
jinite dimensional as K’-vector space, all integers h. 
Remark 1. One might hope to prove the analogue of Theorem 3 with 
“A,” an arbitrary U-algebra, replacing “0.” This is in general false, even if D 
is proper over &ed and 4 is a regular local ring, even a simple B-algebra. 
COUNTEREXAMPLE. Take A a simple local B-algebra such that A is of 
Krull dimension n >, 1 and let D = (the closed point of Spec(A)). Then 
HL,(D, (At) @e K) is isomorphic to H”(Spec(A), Spec(A) - {closed point:, 
u specgt) @a K h w  ere n = dim A, and is not finitely generated over 
dt G&K; see the example following Remark 4 after Proposition 7 of 
Section 1. 
Remark 2. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 1, the proof of Lemma I 
can be refined slightly to prove a bit more: namely, that the composite of 
the natural mapping: 
w~-yX, X - c, ‘T,*(X)t) --j H2N-h(X, w - C, (‘r,*(X)t) Oc K) 
with the mapping (1) of Lemma 1 is such that the image of that composite 
mapping is finitely generated as (At)-module. 
3. GENERALIZATION OF THE WEIL CONJECTURES TO SINGULAR. 
NON-COMPLETE VARIETIES. ZETA MATRICES 
Let (5 be a c.d.v.r. of mixed characteristic with quotient field K and residue 
class field k. Let C be an algebraic variety over k that is properly embeddable 
over (r. (See Section 1. Tt suffices that C be quasiprojective.) If F: 8 --f 0 
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induces the pth power endomorphism of k, p = char(k), then we define the 
zeta matrices Wh(C), 0 < h < 2 dim C. These generalize the zeta function 
of varieties over finite fields. This uses the author’s lifted p-adic cohomology 
with compact supports H,yC, K). (See Sections 1 and 2.) More generally, 
if 4 is an o-algebra and F: 4 -+ 4 induces thepth power endomorphism of 
Ared, where A = 4 & k, and if 4 is integral over the subring F(d), and 
if C is a reduced scheme over &!d that is polynomially properly embeddable 
(see Section 1) over Area, then we define the zeta endomorphism I& of the 
lifted p-adic cohomology with compact supports H,&(C, At) &- Q) 
(Section l), all integers h. These essentially determine the zeta matrices of 
all the algebraic varieties (= fibers over Spec(A,,d)) in the algebraic family C. 
If the field k is finite then a generalization of the First Weil Conjecture, 
“Lefschetz Theorem,” is stated and proved for C, p-adically in this Section, 
and q-adically in Section 4. Also, a generalization of the Third Weil 
Conjecture, “Riemann Hypothesis, ” is stated for C (conjectured p-adically 
in this section, and proved q-adically in Section 4, q # char k). 
The research for this section was done at Berkeley in 1968-1969, partially 
supported by an NSF grant, and at Harvard in 1969-1970, supported by an 
NSF Postdoctoral Fellowship and a Sloane Foundation grant. 
Let 0 be a complete discrete valuation ring with residue class field k and 
quotient field K, such that K is of characteristic zero. Then we define cate- 
gories %?o and gyms’. 
The objects in wyrnal (resp: G?@) are the pairs (4, C) where A is a normal 
(resp: an) O-algebra and where C is a reduced scheme over Spec(&?d) where 
A = 4 @e k, such that C is properly embeddable (resp: polynomially 
properly embeddable) over 4 (resp: over Area). (See Section 1.) The maps in 
G?~““’ (resp: 90) from (4, C) into (B, 0) are the pairs (10, f) where F: A - Bt 
is a homomorphism of rings (such that F maps the image of Q in 4 into the 
image of 0 in B-l-) and where f: (C xa A)red -+ D is a proper morphism of 
schemes over Spec(Are,& where A = &I @e k, B = @ o. k. (We call such 
a map a semi-linear proper map.) We also introduce the category JZ~ , having 
for objects the pairs (A, M) where 4 is an o-algebra and A4 is an A-module, 
and such that the maps from (A, M) into (B, N) are the pairs (F, f) where 
F: 4 + @ is a homomorphism of rings (such that F maps the image of 07 
in 4 into the image of 0 in B), and f: M @a B --+ N is a homomorphism of 
B-modules (we call such a mapping (F, f) a semi-linear homomorphism). 
Then 
THEOREM 1. For each integer h there is induced a covariant functor, the 
hth lifted p-adic homology with compact supports, from the category 
%yrnal (resp: go) into the category JYo , such that the restriction of this 
functor to go,4 is the functor Hhc of Theorem 6 of Section 1, all normal (resp: 
all) O-algebras A. 
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Sketch of proof. Let (F,f): (A, C) -+ (B, D) be a morphism in gyma’. 
Then there exists x such that, in the notations of Section 1, (C, x) is an 
object in %‘h,8 . There is a natural epimorphism: Btt ---f @t (see [2, Intro- 
duction]). Then Hhc(C, & & Q) = H2N-h(X, X - C, (Fz(x)t) G&Q) and 
Hh’((C X speda) Spec(B)bd y (B-f) Oz Q) = H2N-h(X xa B, X x.4 B - 
C x ,., B, (F$(& x B Bt)t) Oz Q @++ Bt, where N, X, X are as in Propo- 
sition 3 of Section 1. Define HhG(F,f) to be the composite: 
H2N-h(X, X - C <r,*<Z>t> Oz Q) 
-f H2N-h(X x A B, X xs, B - C X.A B, <f”<Z x A Bt>t> Oz Q) Ostt Bt 
@, K, k as above, we also define the categories ‘VFmal and ‘Vo . The 
objects in ‘%Fmal (resp: ‘U,) are the same as the objects in gyma (resp: Uo). 
The maps in ‘%?yrnal (resp.: ‘%Z@) from (A, C) into (B, 0) are the pairs (F, f) 
where F: B + At is a homomorphism of rings (such that F maps the image 
of 0 in B into the image of 0 in At), and such that if Ft: Bt ---f At denotes 
the homomorphism induced by F, then the ring At is integral over the sub- 
ring FWBt) C 4t, and where f: C -+ (D x Spec(B) Spec(A))red is a proper 
morphism of schemes over Spec(&d), where A = &l go k, B = B go k. 
(We call such a map an integral, semi-linear proper map.) Then 
THEOREM 1’ . For each integer h there is induced a contravariant functor, 
the hth lifted p-adic cohomology group with compact supports, from the 
category ‘%T~mal (respectively: ‘%‘o) into the category A”@ , such that the 
restriction of this functor to 9?0,~ is the functor C -+ Hch(C, (dt) &-Q) 
as dejined in Eq. (23) of Section 1, all normal (respectively: all) B-algebras 4. 
Sketch of proof Let (F,f): (4, C) -+ (B, D) be a morphism in ‘%$‘rmal. 
Then there exists p such that, in the notations of Section 1, (D, y) is an 
object in %?& . Let J’ be an open neighborhood of D in y such that Y is 
simple of finite presentation over Spec@) and such that all the fibers of _Y 
over Spec@) have the same dimension M, and let Y = J’ x spec(0) Spec(k). 
Let U be a finite covering by affine open subsets of Y (in the sense of [3, 
1.5, p. 1271) that is a refinement of the covering {Y, Y - of (in the sense 
of [3, 1.5, p. 1271). Let TK Y xspectB) Spec(A) -+ Y denote the natural pro- 
jection, an affine map. Then the (2M - h)th cohomology group of 
C*W, (K Y - D>, ~,*W~ OZ Q) and of C*W, (Y, Y - 01, rr*(rA*(-Y X SpdB) 
Spec(At))t 0~ Q>) Odtt 4-t are isomorphic, respectively, to HzM-*( Y, Y - D, 
~;F(_y)t 0~ Q> and to H 2M-h(Y xB A, Y xB A - D xB A, r;(y xB 
At)t Oz Q) GAtt At (this follows from [3, Corollaries 11.3.1.1 and 11.3.1.2, 
pp. 190, 1911). I&t by the definition in Proposition 3 of Section 1, these latter 
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are equal, respectively, to Hkc(D, @ Oz Q) and to Hnc(D xB A, At & Q). 
Therefore, if we define Cf+ = C2M-h(U, (Y, Y - II), I’g(P)t 6& Q) and 
Cf+ = C2M-h(U, (Y x B A, Y x a A - D xB A), (r,*(p xB &)t) & 
Q) Odt+ At, then C, Bt and Cft are chain complexes of flat &?t oz Q-, 
and of Aat & & Q-modules, respectively, and their homologies are canoni- 
cally isomorphic to H.J(D, (Bt) & Q), and to Hg(D xe A, (4-t) & Q), 
respectively. Since At is integral over (Ff)(Bt), by [3, 11.2, p. 169, Eq. (l)], 
we have, for every B-algebra R, that (R @a &I)+ M Rf OBr &. Therefore 
q at 4-t - C$‘. Let P$’ be a chain complex of Bt & Q-modules such 
that e&h Pf+ is a projective &?f & Q-module, h E 2, and such that we have 
a mapping: P$ ---f C$+ that induces an isomorphism on homology. Let 
pf’ = py &tt,@,Q _ (At &Q). Then Pi’ is a chain complex of 
(&) G&Q-modules such that every Pf+ is a projective & & Q-module, 
all integers h, and such that we have a mapping: P$+ e Cft that induces 
an isomorphism on homology (this latter since each Pat and Cft are flat 
over (& &Q) and therefore the universal coefficients spectral sequences 
apply). Then by definition (Eq. (23) of Section l), we have that 
fLh(D, @t) @z Q> = Hh(Ho'-W~+,@,,(PB,+, Bt Oz QN, 
Hch(D xR A, (&t) Oz Q) = Hh(Hom(~+,oz,(P$+, At Oz Q)), 
all integers h. 
The composite of the sequence: 
HomBtOzQ(++. Ft@ zQ, 
’ H“m,+oz&?+, At @z Q) 
w Hwd+)ozQ(Pf @(#+@,Q,(At Oz Q), At @z Q) 
= Hom~+o&$t, (d-t) @z Q) 
is therefore a map of chain complexes, and the induced map on the hth 
homology groups is a map: 
HcYD, (Bt) Oz Q) - HcYD XE A, (At> Oz Q>, 
semi-linear with respect to the ring homomorphism (Ft) Oz Q: (Bt) Oz Q 
* (At) gz Q. The composite of this semi-linear mapping with the homo- 
morphism of (4-t) @Jz Q-modules, 
HcYf; At Oz Q): Hch(D XR A, At Oz Q) - Hch(C, 4-t Oz Qh 
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is therefore a homomorphism of abelian groups: 
HcW C&t> Oz Q) - H,h(C, (At) Oz Q), 
semi-linear with respect to (Ft) @z Q. We define this latter composite map 
to be Hch(F,f). 
Remarks. In defining the categories ‘%I?~~~’ (and “+?Q), we have defined 
the maps: (A, C) --t (&I, D) to be certain pairs (F,f), where F: B - At is 
a homomorphism of rings (such that F maps the image of L” in @ into the 
image of 6 in At), and such that &j- is integral over (Ft)(Bt), where Ft: 
Bt + A-f denotes the map induced by F. Then, we have defined, for each 
integer h, the hth lifted p-adic cohomology group with compact supports, 
a contravariant functor on ‘%ymal or on ‘%‘~, into the category A?, 
One might wonder, can one eliminate the hypothesis on F that “4-t is integral 
over (Ft)(Zjt)” ? Meaning that, if one so generalizes the notion of “map” 
in ‘%?$‘rmal and in ‘go , by eliminating this hypothesis, then does the hth 
lifted p-adic chohomology with compact supports still remain a contravariant 
functor on the so enlarged category (inducing a map in .A@, in the back- 
wards direction, for every such generalized “map”)? The answer, at the 
moment, is that 1 do not know (although I conjecture it). Tracing the proof 
of Theorem 1 ‘, we see at least that the condition on F, that “4 is integral 
over WtWtY’, can be replaced by the (more technical, but less restrictive) 
hypothesis: “Whenever D is an affine scheme simple of finite presentation 
over B, if Ci+ = r(D, r,“+@)t @z Q) and if C>, -_ I’(D xB A, 
rAyQ A B At)t @z Q) @,++ At, then the natural mapping of cochain 
complexes: Ci+ @,+ At + C& induces isomorphisms on cohomology.” (In 
the case that & is integral over (Ft)(&), this is true, since then the indicated 
map of cochain complexes is already an isomorphism on the cochain level.) 
It is not difficult to show that every homorphism F: B + At of rings (that 
maps the image of 0 into the image of 8) has this property, $E the inclusion 
from &3 = P[T, ,..., r,] into At, where 4 = O[T, ,..., T,+J, has this property. 
(Note. In the special case in which 0 is a field of characteristic zero, this 
is of course true, since then the indicated map: C,T+ aB+ & + Cs+ is an 
isomorphism even on the cochain level.) 
EXAMPLE 1. Suppose that char(k) = p # 0, let (A, C) E ‘CgYrmal (or 
‘U,) and let F: A + At be a homomorphism of rings, mapping the image 
of 0 into itself, such that (if F-f-: 4-t -+ At denotes the map induced by F, 
then) At is integral over the subring (Ft)(At), and such that the map induced 
by F: Ared -+ Ared is the pth power endomorphism of the ring in charac- 
teristic p Ared (that takes x E Ared into X* E Ared), where A = 4 op k. 
(For example, if B = 12, and 4 = W-(A), see [7], or 4 = W(A), then one 
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can take F to be W-( pth power map) or W( pth power map), respectively.1 
Then F maps this “4” into itseIf). 
Let (Ye be the pth power endomorphism of the scheme C in characteristic 
p (that is set-theoretically the identity map, and that induces the pth power 
endomorphism of the local ring O,,, , all c E C). Then for each integer h, 
we have the endomorphism 
Hc”(E 4: Hch(C, (At) Oz Q) + Kh(C, (dt) Oz Q) 
of the abelian group Hch(C, (At) az Q), which is semi-linear with respect 
to the ring endomorphism 
(F-t) Oz 9: (&) Oz Q - U-t> Oz Q 
of the &-algebra (&) oz Q. We call this map the hth zeta endomorphism 
of Hch(C, (A-t) Oz Q), for each integer h. 
Example 1.1. Let us give another example, besides the Witt vectors or 
the bounded Witt vectors on a ring, of an O-algebra A such that we have 
a map F::A --t At, such that for any C, if (A, C) E ‘%~mtil or ‘%?o , then the 
pair (F, LX~) is a map in ‘V?~mel or in ‘Vo. Namely, consider the case in which 
4 = U[T, )...) TJ, , the localization of the polynomial algebra in N variables 
over 0 at some element g; and suppose that we have an endomorphism 
FD of the valuation ring 0 lifting the pth power endomorphism of k (e.g., 
if 0 = 2, , the identity of 07 accomplishes this). Then there exists a unique 
homomorphism of rings F: 4 --f At, extending FO , such that F(TJ = Tip, 
1 < i < N. That F, of course, lifts the pth power endomorphism of 
A = 4 OS k = k[T, ,..., 7’& ; and is such that & is integral over (F-t)(&) 
(since the mapping Ft: & -+ At is an integral mapping, since it is obtained, 
by throwing through the functor “t,” the integral ring homorphism: 
Wl ,.‘., TNI, -+ WI ,*.., TNIFcs) , that maps Ti into T,“, 1 < i < IV, and g-l 
into F( g)-l (where F(g) = gFO(Tlp,..., TNp) E UITl ,..., TN] and gF@ is ob- 
tamed by throwing the coefficients of g through F& Therefore FZ 4 - At 
so defined also has the desired properties. (This example can be generalized, 
from the case in which 4 = fJ[T, ,..., TNlp , to the case: A = S-lQ[(Ti)io,], 
the localization of the polynomial ring in possibly infinitely many variables 
Ti , i E I, at any multiplicatively closed subset S of O[(TJier]). (Another, 
further, generalization of this example is as follows: Let 4 be any O-algebra 
and let F: 4 + 4-t be such that all the hypotheses of Example 1 hold. Let 
S be any multiplicatively closed subset of 4. Then there exists a unique ring 
homomorphism, call it S-lF, S-lF: S-IA -+ (S-l&, extending F. And 
1 Notice that, if A_ = W(A) or W-(A), then x E _A implies xP = F(x) (mod p). so that 
3 = F(x) + py = F(x + V(y)), 3 y  E A. Therefore x is integral over F(A). Therefore 
- 
- 
A is integral over F(d) in this case. 
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then the G-algebra S-lA, together with the ring homomorphism S-‘F: 
S-l& -+ (S-l&t, also obey all the hypotheses of Example 1.) Therefore, 
by Example 1, if 4 is this indicated O-algebra, and we define F as in 
Example I. 1, then for any C such that (A, C) is an object in ‘%?ymral or 
in 90 , we have the hth zeta endomorphism c”(C) = Hch(F, CY.~), an (Ff) & Q- 
linear endomorphism of the (At) @& Q-module Hch(C, (At) OZ Q), all 
integers h. 
EXAMPLE 1.2. The notations being as in Example 1, suppose that 
Ir: 4 + At is a homomorphism of rings that obeys all the hypotheses 
of Example 1, except possibly the hypothesis that “(if Ft: At - At denotes 
the map induced by F, then) & is integral over the subring (Ft)(&).” 
Then can we replace 4 by some, possibly, larger O-algebra, call it A’, and F 
by an extension F’: A’ -+ A’+, such that all the hypotheses of Example 1 
then hold? The answer is “yes.” Namely, define A’ = &lttFfjea, the direct 
limit of the sequence: At -& At -9+ .... Then (A’ 00 k)red w A[‘-“, 
theperfection of the (Z/pZ)-algebra A, in the sense of 171, where A = 4 go k. 
Then the @-algebra A’, and the induced ring homomorphism F’: A’ - A’+, 
obey all the hypotheses of Example 1, including the condition that “&t 
is integral over (F’t)(A’t)“, since in fact A’t = (F’t)(A’t) [since F’t is an 
automorphism of the ring A’t). Therefore, by Example I, if, e.g., 
(A, a E ‘EC t so that (A’, C xSpecca,,,) Spec(A”-“)) E ‘gG , then (even if 
& is not integral over (Ft)(&)), f or each integer h, we have the hth zeta 
endomorphism ch(C’) = Hch(F’, aC,) of the algebraic family C’ = C x Spec(n,,d) 
Spec(A “‘“) over Spec(A pern), an endomorphism of the hth lifted p-adic 
cohomology group with compact supports: N,h(C’, (A’t) I&Q), that is 
semi-linear with respect to the automorphism (F’t) GJZ Q of the ring 
(A’t) 5 z Q. 
EXAMPLE 2. In Example 1, consider the special case in which 4 == (r’, 
a discrete valuation ring containing 0 as a subring such that MO, n (? = .AP . 
Let K’ =:= (P’t) @JZ Q = q.f.(o’t) and let k’ be the residue class field of P. 
Then by Section 2, Hch(C, K’) is a finitely generated K’ vector space, all 
integers h. 0 < h < 2 dim C (and the groups vanish for h not in this range 
by Remark 4 of Section 1). By Example 1, we have the zeta endomorphism 
Hch(F’, ac) of this K’-vector space, an endomorphism semi-linear with 
respect to the endomorphism (Fj-) @JZ Q (call this endomorphism F’) of the 
field K’. Therefore if we fix a basis for the finite dimensional vector space 
Hch(C, K’) over the field K’, then the zeta endomorphism defines a ph x & 
matrix (/3,, = dim,, Hch(C, K’)), unique up to F’-similarity. (Two pII x Ph 
matrices W, W, with coefficients in K’ are F-similar lx there exists an 
invertible (& x ph)-matrix B with coefficients in K’ such that BF’ . WB-l == 
W, , where BF’ is obtained by throwing the coefficients of B through F’.) We 
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denote this matrix, unique up to F-similarity, by IV(C), and call it the 
hth zeta matrix of the algebraic variety C over the jieId k’ of characteristic 
p # 0, for 0 < h < 2 dim C. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let k’ be afinitefield and for simplicity suppose that we take 
0’ = W(k’). Then there exists a unique endomorphism (in fact, auto- 
morphism) F of the ring 8’ such that F induces the pth power automorphism 
of the field k’. Then for every algebraic variety C over the field k’ that is 
properly embeddable over 0, we have that the hypotheses of Example 2 hold, 
where K’ = q.f. U’, a finite extension of 6, of degree r, where r = [k’: Z/pZ]. 
Therefore by Example 2 we have the zeta matrices IV‘(C), square & x /3* 
matrices with coefficients in K’ (each unique up to F/-similarity, where F’ is the 
automorphism of K’ induced by F) and where fib = dim,, Hch(C, K’), 
0 < h < 2 dim C. The composite of the pth power endomorphism re of C as 
defined in Example 1 with itself r times is the standard Frobenius endo- 
morphismfof the algebraic variety Cover the finite field k’, an (ordinary) map 
of algebraic varieties over k’, where r is the degree of k’ over Z/pZ: cyc7 = .r 
It follows readily that 
( Wh)(F’)‘r-l . ( Wh)W)g7-2 . . . (Wh)V+ . . . ( Wh)F’ . Wh 
= the matrix of the linear transformation H,“(id,f , f) of the 
p,-dimensional K’-vector space Hch(C, K’) into itself, 
(1) 
0 < h < 2 dim C, where Wh = Wh(C), 0 < h < 2 dim C. (This latter 
linear transformation is an ordinary linear transformation, not merely 
semi-linear, since F’ = identity of 0.) That is, the product matrix (1) is the 
matrix of the linear transformation of the hth lifted p-adic cohomology group 
with compact supports of C into itself induced by the Frobenius mapping, 
and is unique up to (ordinary) similarity. 
Remark. It follows readily from the formalism of Witt vectors, as 
developed in [7], that: In the situation of Example 1, suppose that (1) the 
natural epimorphism: 4 -+ A = 4 & k maps the (p-torsion part of 4) into 
{nilpotent elements of A = 4 o0 k}; and that (2) the endomorphism 
Ft: & -+ At induces the pth power endomorphism of &/pAf-. (For 
example, this is the case if either 0 = 2,) 4 = W(A) or W-(A) and F 
is the Witt “F”; or, if, as in Example 1.1 above, A = OIT1 ,..., TN], , and 
if the given endomorphism FP of 0 is such that FO & (Z/pZ) is the pth 
power endomorphism of the ring O/p0 (this is a bit stronger than the corre- 
sponding hypothesis in Example I. l), and if, as in Example I. 1, F: 4 -+ 4-f 
is the unique ring homomorphism extending Fa such that F(Ti) = Tip, 
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1 < i < N).2 Then for every prime ideal + E Spec(A) there is induced a 
natural unramified discrete valuation ring 0; of mixed characteristic such 
that the residue class field of 0; is k(lfi)pwm, the purely inseparable algebraic 
closure of the field k(b) (it follows that the completion of 0; is naturally 
isomorphic to the Witt vectors on k(/)J’-“), together with an endomorphism 
Ffi of 0; that induces the pth power endomorphism of k($) = k(b)‘-“, and 
such that we have a natural mapping of rings: 4 -+ 0’; that commutes with 
F and F+ ; and then the zeta endomorphisms of the algebraic family C over 
Spec(A) for all integers h determine, essentially, the hth zeta endomorphism 
of the algebraic variety: Cj = (C x A k(/)l’-m)red over the field k(j)J’-” 
(an endomorphism of the hth lifted p-adic cohomology group with compact 
supports: Hch(Ci , (a;+) @z Q) of the algebraic variety C/; over k(fi)p-“), 
for each integer h, all prime ideals # C A. Also, in my seminar at Harvard 
in 1969-1970 it was shown that if, e.g., C is simple and proper over Spec(A& 
and liftable over A, then Hch(C, (At) @z Q) is projective and finitely gener- 
ated as (At) & Q-module. Therefore in this case the hth zeta endomorphism 
of Hch(C, (At) @z Q) can be expressed by a square matrix with coefficients 
in LTt) 0~ Q, unique up to (Ft Oz Q)- similarity, which we called the hth 
zeta matrix of the algebraic family C over Spec(Ar,a) with coeficients in 
(Bt) @z Q, and denote by WI”(C), all integers h.3 In this case, the zeta matrix 
Wh(C) of the algebraic family C over Spec(A) determines the hth zeta matrix 
FV‘(Cj) of the algebraic variety Ci over k(#)p-” simply by throwing the 
coefficients of FV(C) through the homomorphism: 4 -+ Pi, all integers h, 
all prime ideals /I; C A. Thus, the zeta matrices of such an algebraic family 
determine the zeta matrices of each of the varieties in the family.) 
The following completely proved theorem is a generalization of the first 
Weil Conjecture [8], “Lefschetz Theorem.” 
THEOREM 2 (Generalized Weil’s Lefschetz Theorem Conjecture). Let k’ 
be a$nite$eld and let C be an algebraic variety over k’ that is properly embed- 




(T) = PI(T) f’s(T) . P,(T) ... Pm(T) 
P,(T) * P,(T) . P,(T) ... Pzd(T) 
2 In the applications below, a weaker condition than (2) that suffices in lieu of (2) is: 
(2’) F induces the pth power endomorphism of Ared; and x E A_, j =; 1, p 1 xj, implies 
that there exists i > 0 such that p I (F+)‘(x) in &. 
8 If  Hcn(C, (&) @z Q) is not a free module, then choose Mh an (At) @z Q-module 
such that Nh = HcA(C, (At) & Q) 0 M” is free of finite rank; and extend the zeta 
endomorphism c”(C) to the free A_+ @z Q-module of finite rank Nh by requiring that 
the extension be zero on Mh. 
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when d = dim C, and where 
P,,(T) = det(J, - fa . T), (3) 
the reverse characteristic polynomial of fh , where fh is the map induced by the 
Frobenius endomorphism of C on the &dimensional K’ vector space H,,C(C, K), 
the hth rifted homology group with compact supports of C, and where Y& is the 
identity endomorphism of H,“(C, K’), 0 < h < 2d. In particular, P,, is a 
polynomial of degree /3,, with coeflcients in K’ and with constant term 1, 
0 < h < 2d. (The fact that P,, has degree & is equivalent to the fact that the 
map fh induced by the Frobenius on the hth homology group with compact 
supports is injective, and this is proved by arguing using the perfection [7] Wm 
of C in a manner similar to the analogous assertion proved in [9].) 
Sketch of proof Case 1. C is a non-singular affine hypersurface, of the 
type C = Spec(k’[T, ,..., Td+l , g-‘]/(H)), d = dim C, where g, HE 
k’[T, ,..., Td+J. Assume also that Tl ,..., Td+Jg. Then let g, H E Q’[T, ,.. ., Td+J 
be elements that map into g, H and let I: = Spec(Q’[T, ,.,., Td+l , g-‘]/(m). 
Then by definition (see Section 1) we have that 
HhYC, K’) = H2d-h(C V’iX2t) Oz Q), 0 < h < 2d. (4) 
Since C is affine, by [3,11.3.1.1, p. 1901, we have that these latter groups are 
isomorphic to the cohomology of the global sections cochain complex, 
call it C*t, of (r$.(G)t) & Q over C, 
Hhc(C, K’) (v H2d-h(C*t), all integers h. (4’) 
The group on the right side of Eq. (4) is the (2d - h)th lifted p-adic coho- 
mology group of C [6] and under the isomorphism (4) the endomorphism fh 
induced by the Frobenius of C on the left side of (4) corresponds to 
p’“( f 2d-h)-1, where fad--h is the endomorphism of the right side of Eq. (4), 
induced by the Frobenius mapping. 
The key diagram is: 




(fc x n’ idJed-l 
1 
(fc x &’ id,J4d-h+e 
1 
H”+“(C) “o? H2Q-h(C xx, A) cup ur H4d-“+a(C x k, A, C x k, A - r,J 
fo 
e H4d--h+B(i? x k’ A, R x k’ A - r,) 5 H4d-h+8(8 x g (A, A - C)) 
(fx x L’ A)4d-“+* 
1 
(fx x h’ A)4d-h+P 
1 
z H4d-“+2(x x k’ A, R x n’ A - I’,J f_“l: H”=‘+“(x x k’ (A, A - C)) 
ext. 
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maps(l0)-(14) 
of sect. I 
) fp+z+yp Xr. (A, A - C)) car. 4.1 
I 
Gt-- H2d-h(4 A - Cl 
1 
UP x L* id,J 4d he2 - (id,Jp”-” 1 
maps(l0)-(14) 
+ Cor. 4.1 + 
-L 
of sect. 1 
H*d-“+s(P XI, (A, A - C)) c__ of Sect 7 Hzd-YA, A - C> 
where A :z Spec(k’[T, ,..., r,,, , g -I]), X = closure of C in P”-‘(K), r, is 
the graph of the inclusion L: C -+ A, I’,0 is the graph of the composite, .fi, 
of the Frobenius fc of C with the inclusion L: C -+ A, P =J Pd(k’) and fq. 
resp: Fp , is the Frobenius endomorphism of x, resp: P, over k’. The 
composite of the top row of this diagram is Nhc(idc , K’), which is the identity 
of Hhc(C, K’). The composite of the bottom row is f;, =- Hhc&, K’). The 
leftmost vertical map is j?-“, and the next-to-the-rightmost vertical map is 
(fp x kv id,)ld+i2. Since jy = (multiplication by p9, considering the maps 
of Corollary 4.1 of Section I, commutativity of the diagram tells us that 
as required. 
(,f& 0 .fy-” == (multiplication by I)~“). 
Therefore, Ph = (reverse characteristic polynomial of rhe endomorphism 
pr’j(j2”-fi)-’ of H2d-h(C*t)), all integers h. But, in his original proof of 
“rationality of the zeta function” [lo] (we can choose _N E- e’[TI ,..., r,,l] so 
that its coefficients are Teichmuller representatives) Dwork proves that, if 
Q”“-” is the reverse characteristic polynomial induced by ~~~~(f~~-‘~)-l on 
C2d-h (in the sense of characteristic polynomials of endomorphisms of p-adic 
Banach spaces), then 
Z,(T) = Q;o’ .$y.$ry . (5) 
Since given a short exact sequence 
0 -+ B’ ---f B - B” --+ 0 
ofp-adic Banach spaces, and an endomorphism of B that maps B’ into itself, 
then the reverse characteristic polynomial Pa of the endomorphism of B is 
the product: PB, . Ps- of the reverse characteristic polynomials Pg, , PBw of 
the endomorphisms induced on B’ and on B”, Eqs. (4’) and (5) prove Eq. (2) 
(since the alternating product of the reverse characteristic polynomials on the 
cohomology is the alternating product of the reverse characteristic poly- 
nomials on the cochains). 
Case 2. General case. If U is a dense open subset of C, then we have 
(see Proposition 7 of Section 1) the long exact sequence: 
(6) 
641/1x/3-12 
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Since dimension of C - U < dim C, if we proceed by induction on d = 
dim C, then the assertion is true for C ifftrue for U. Therefore the inductive 
assumption implies that the verity of the assertion for C depends only on the 
birational equivalence class of C. Since every irreducible algebraic variety is 
birationally equivalent to a non-singular affine hypersurface as in Case 1, 
we are therefore through. Q.E.D. 
Remark. In the case that C is simple, proper and liftable, the above 
theorem (which is then exactly the original Weil Lefschetz Theorem 
Conjecture [8] for p-adic cohomology) was first proved in [3] by a somewhat 
different method. 
Remark 1. Let us return to the situation described in the Remark 
following Example 3. That is, let 0 be a complete discrete valuation ring of 
mixed characteristic, and let 4 be an O-algebra such that condition (1) 
of that Remark holds, where p = char k, k = k(O), and such that we have 
a ring homomorphism P: A -+ &, mapping-the image of 0 into itself, 
such that 4-t is integral over (Ft)(&) (where Ft denotes the extension of F); 
and such that, condition (2) of that Remark holds-i.e., F induces the pth 
power endomorphism of A/p4 (or, weaker, and such that the more technical 
condition (2’) in the footnote to that Remark holds). Let A = 4 00 k. 
Then &ed = @/p&d . Then, by the Remark following Example 3, for 
every prime ideal # E Spec(A), we have the discrete valuation ring 0; of 
mixed characteristic such that k($) = k(&p-m. Let Kfi = (0it) @z Q, 
a field of characteristic zero, for all / E Spec(A). Then let C be an algebraic 
family over Spec(&.d) such that (4, C) is an object in ‘V?Frnal (or in 
‘VO) (it is equivalent to say, “such that 4 is normal and such that C is prop- 
erly embeddable over 4 (or no condition on A, but such that C is poly- 
nomially properly embeddable over Spec(&d)“). Then the universal coeffi- 
cients spectral sequence, Eq. (26) of Section 1 applies, and is of the form 
ElsQ = Tor%,t”ZQ(H,q(C, (At) Oz Q>, KJ +- KYCi , KJ, (a) 
all prime ideals b C A = (4 @e k). This is a cohomological spectral sequence 
of vector spaces over the field of characteristic zero K+ , confined to the region 
p < 0, q > 2N - M (where M is an integer such that Hi@, X - C, 
r;(Ly)t Oz Q) = 0 for i > M + 1, where & is such that C is closed in $, 
and $ is simple and of finite presentation over Spec(4) and such that all 
the connected components of fibers of X = Ly x m k over Spec(A) are all 
of the same dimension N), a region that resembles the second quadrant. 
By Section 2, the groups in the abutment are finite dimensional over K+ . 
The zeta endomorphisms <q(C) of H,q(C, (At) Oz Q), together with the 
endomorphism F+t @Jz Q (call this endomorphism simply “Ffi”) of the field 
of characteristic zero Kfi , induces an endomorphism of the spectral sequence 
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of &-vector spaces (a) semi-linear with respect to the endomorphism F+ of 
I$, all prime ideals fi C A. Therefore, the zeta endomorphisms c”(C), 
h 3 2N - M, of the algebraic family C over Spec(A), determine the induced 
&-semi-linear endomorphism of Ei’q of the spectral sequence (a) and there- 
fore determine the F,+-semi-linear endomorphism of E:‘. Notice that the 
I$-semi-linear endomorphism of the abutment of the spectral sequence (a) 
is simply the zeta endomorphisms of the algebraic variety Cj over the field 
k(&p-“. It follows that, more or less, the zeta endomorphisms: c”(C) of the 
algebraic family C essentially determine the zeta endomorphisms of the 
algebraic variety Ci = C x Spec(A) Spec(k(#)p-co), all fi E Spec(A). 
For example, consider the special case in which 1 E Spec(A) is such that 
the field k(b) is finite. Then the zeta function Zcj!T) of the algebraic variety 
Ch = C X Sped4 SpecMjN makes sense, and IS determined by the poly- 
nomials Ph , 0 < h < 2 dim C. P,, , in turn, is the reverse characteristic 
polynomial of the hth Frobenius endomorphism, which is the rth iterate 
of the hth zeta endomorphism of the algebraic variety Cj over k(b). If we 
take the rth iterate of the Qsemi-linear endomorphism of the spectral 
sequence (a), then this iterate gives an ordinary &-linear transformation of 
each of the groups in the spectral sequence (a). Since the abutment is finite 
dimensional over I$ , so is E2q. If we let P,,, be the reverse characteristic 
polynomial of the &-linear transformation of E2q given by this rth iterate, 
then we have 





all integers h, 0 < h < 2 dim C, , (the product in (b) being finite since for 
all but finitely many pairs of integers p, q E Z, we have PP,,(r) = 1) and 
therefore by the Lefschetz theorem (Theorem 2 above), we have that 
~+a odd PP o(T) 
zc+(T) = n”,,, even P ’ (T) ’ 11.9 
CC) 
where p, q run through the (finite) set of all pairs of integers such that 
0 < p + q < 2 dim C, p d 0, q >, 2N - M, E2q # 0. Therefore, in this 
case (namely, in the case that the prime ideal p is such that k(j) is finite), 
the zeta endomorphisms: c”(C), h E Z of the algebraic family C over Spec(A) 
determine completely the zeta function of each such specific algebraic 
variety C, in the family C. 
A further special case is as follows: Supposing as above that b E Spec(A) 
is such that the field k(b) is finite, let us also suppose that E,Pyg in the spectral 
sequence (a) is such that: E.fpq is finite dimensional over K+ , all p, q E Z, 
and such that Ei3’ = 0 for all but finitely many pairs (p, q) of integers. 
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Then let r = F(b): (Z/pZ)], and let Q,,, be the reverse characteristic poly- 
nomial of the K~-linear transformation, induced by the rth iterate of the 
qth zeta endomorphism: p(C), of the &-vector space: 
Tor~t’@zQ(13c”(C, (dt) az Q), I$). 
Then by Eq. (c), and the formalism of spectral sequences, in this special case 
(the one in which k(k) is finite, and in which El*’ of the spectral sequence 
(a) is finite dimensional over Kp , and is such that El*’ = 0 for all but finitely 
many pairs of integers (p, q)), we deduce that 
Z,+(T) = n” v+q odd Q,,,(T) 
p+q even QmV> ’ 
Cd) 
where (p, q) runs through the set of all pairs of integers such that E;plq # 0. 
(Notice that Eqs. (b) and (c) “always” hold, in the sense that they hold 
whenever ZCfi(T) makes sense, i.e., whenever k(b) is finite; but that for Eq. (d) 
to hold, or even to make sense, one requires a strong auxiliary finiteness 
assumption that definitely does not always hold.) 
EXAMPLE 4. As an example of the considerations in the Remark following 
Example 3, let us compute the zeta function of the typical elliptic curve: 
Y2 = 4X3 - g,X - g, , where g23 - 27g32 # 0, and g, , g, lie in a finite 
field of characteristic f2, 3, as a function of g, and g, . Let p be a fixed 
positive rational prime f2, 3. Let k = Z/pZ, 07 = 2, , K = 0, . Let A 
be the ring k[ g, , g, , d-l] where d = g, 3 - 27g32. Then Spec(A) is the open 
subset of Euclidean two space over k, “g23 - 27gz2 # 0.” Let C be the closed 
subset of P2(k) x rc Spec(A) given by the homogeneous equation of degree 
three: - Y‘% + 4X3 - g2XZ2 - g3Z3 = 0, in which the homogeneous 
coordinates in P2(k) are X, Y, and 2. Then C is an algebraic family over 
Spec(A), and is simple and proper over Spec(A). For every pair (gi”, gi”) 
of elements of a field K of characteristic p such that ( gk”‘)3 - 27( gioJ)” # 0, 
let + = p,;),,;) denote the prime ideal in the ring A that is the kernel of 
the substrtutton homomorphism: (Z/pZ)[ g, , g3] + K mapping g, into 
8:” and g, into gi”‘. Then the fiber C, of C over + is the projectivization of 
the affine curve: Y2 = 4X3 - gi”‘X - g, . (O) The algebraic family C is called 
the Weirstrass family; its fibers include all elliptic curves over all fields of 
the fixed characteristic p. 
Let 4 = &,[ g, , g, , d-r], where B = g23 - 27gz2. Then A & k m A 
(and the scheme C over Spec(A) admits the lifting Q over Spec(A), where Q 
is the closed subscheme of P2(&J x spec(g,) Spec(A) given by the homo- 
geneous equation -ZY2 + 4X3 - g2XZ2 - g3Z3 = 0 (where the homo- 
geneous coordinates in P2(&) are X, Y, and Z) (-although, we do not have 
to use the lifting Q or any assumptions of “liftability”)). 
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Then in Example 1.1, we have proved that there exists a unique homo- 
morphism of t,-algebras F: 4 + A+ such that F( gJ = g2”, F( gp) = g,“. 
Then, (4 , C) is an object in the category ‘5~7~~~~’ (C is polynomially 
properly embeddable over A, e.g., since C is quasiprojective over Spec(A). 
Another reason that C is properly embeddable over 4 is that C is simple and 
proper over Spec(A), and admits the flat lifting C over A), and the pair 
(F, ac) is a map in ‘%7~~ma1. Therefore, by Example 1, we have the induced 
zeta endomorphisms of the lifted p-adic cohomology groups with compact 
supports: N,“(C, &It oz Q), all integers h. Since C is simple and proper 
over Spec(A), and liftable over Spec(A), by the observations in the Remark 
following Example 3, we have that Hhe(C, At & Q) is projective and finitely 
generated as A? &Q-modules, for each integer h, and vanish unless 
0 < h < 2 (since the dimensions of the fibers of C over Spec(A) are all one). 
Therefore, by the universal coefficients spectral sequences, Eq. (25) of 
Section 1, it follows that 
all integers h, and therefore vanishes unless 0 < h < 2, and are projective 
finitely generated (At) & Q-modules for all integers h. 
Since C is simple over Spec(A), and admits the simple separated lifting 
of finite presentation C over Spec(&, it follows by definition that 
all integers h. These latter groups are easily explicitly computed, and turn 
out to be free of finite rank. Namely, Hhc(C, & mz Q) are free as (& @& Q)- 
modules of ranks 1, 2, and 1 for h = 0, 1, and 2, respectively. It follows 
from the universal coefficients theorem, Eq. (25) of Section 1, that 
Hch(C, At & Q) are free as & Oz Q-modules of ranks 1, 2, and I for 
h = 0, 1, and 2, respectively. 
By Example 1, the pair (F, or,), where LYE is the pth power map of C. 
induces an endomorphism of H,*(C, At az Q), 0 < h <: 2, semi-linear 
with respect to the endomorphism (Ff) 6& Q of (At) Oz Q, the hth zeta 
endomorphism of the Weirstrass family C over Spec(A). These are trivial to 
compute for h = 0 or 2; for h = 1, it is an (I;$ GJz Q)-linear endomorphism 
of the free (At & Q)-module of rank two, H,?(C, At qz Q). Putting all 
of this together, we deduce the following 
THEOREM. Let p be a fixed positive rational prime 552, 3. Then there 
exists a 2 x 2 matrix (which is thefirst zeta matrix in the sense qf Example 1 
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of the Weirstrass family in the fixed characteristic p) with coeficients in 
At Oz Q, WYC> E M2,2(At OZ Q>, say 
where At = {Ci,j,le20 mijk gZig3j A-“: ~l~,),~ E 12, , and such that there exists 
E > 0 such that ord,(ai,i,J > E(i + j + k) for all but finitely many triples 
i,,j, k > O)/(the ideal generated by the single relation: 1 = A-1( gz3 - 27g32)); 
such that, 
(a) If k, is any, for simplicity perfect, field of characteristic p, and tf 
gi’), gi”) E k, are any elements such that ( giO’)3 - 27( gi”‘)a # 0, then the 
first zeta matrix of the elliptic curve CBf),,+~ (that is, the projective completion 
over k, of the afine curve given by the equation: Y2 = 4X3 - gi”X - g:“) 
is determined as follows. Namely, let gil’, g3 (I) denote the Teichmuller repre- 
sentatives [7] of gi”, gi”’ E k, in the Witt vectors W(k,) of k, . Then the first 
zeta matrix of the curve C,:),,(Q) 3 , a two-by-two matrix with coeficients in 
W(k,) 6& Q, is the matrix: 
W1 = $l F E M&t @Jz Q). [ 1 12 22 
(b) In (a) above, suppose that the jield k, is finite; so that C,?;,,?) is 
the most general elliptic curve over a finite field of the fixed charactertstic p. 
Then the zeta function &,;~),@T) of the general elliptic curve C,t),,p) is: 
where pr = #(ko), and where 
PI(T) = det(Z - U * T), 
where U = (Wi;j,,t,)F’-l ... (W~C),~;))~ . ( W’CI),~~), where W1cl).+) is as 
in (a) above. (And where “BF” denotes the t&rfx obtained byg8thriwing all 
the coe#cients of B through F, all B E M2,( W(k,))). 
Remarks 
1. The hypotheses being as in Example 4, part (b), above, we can 
describe explicitly the Witt vectors on the finite field k. of characteristic p, 
where #(k,) = p’, as follows. Let F,,, be the cyclotomic extension of the 
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field B, of p-adic numbers formed by adjoining a primitive (p’ - 1)st root 
of unity, eprwI . Then the Witt vectors FV(I&) of the ring k, are isomorphic 
to the &subalgebra of FD,? = Q,[[,?-J generated by fp7-I , 
And IV&-,) is free as &-module of rank r, with basis 1, 5D7--1 , ci7-1 ,..., Sk;:, . 
The Witt automorphism F of the ring W(k,) is the unique &,-algebra auto- 
morphism such that F(‘(Ear-J = [& . Also, for every element g E k, (e.g., 
g = gr’ or g$“), the Teichmuller representative g’ of g can be described 
explicitly as follows: Choose a generator $ for the multiplicative group 
(k,) - (01 of k, . Then every non-zero element of k, can be written uniquely 
as e, 0 < i < p’ - 1. Then if g = e, the Teichmuller representative g’ 
of g is the element g’ = (t9--Ji E W(k,), 0 < i < p’ - I : while if g = 0, 
then g’ J= 0 in W(k,). 
2. The hypotheses as in Example 4, part (b), it is easy to see that 
P,(T) = 1 - aT $- pTT”, 
where a is an integer of absolute value <p”. Therefore, to compute P,(T), 
and therefore also Z,t),,$)(T), explicitly, it actually suffices to know the 
coefficients of P,(T) modulo pT. Therefore, one actually has to add up only 
finitely many terms in the four p-adic convergent power series: 
In fact, it is easy to compute just how quickly fil , .fIz , ,fil andf,, converge 
p-adically, and one can therefore write down explicitly, as a function of r, 
exactly how many terms one must add to determine P, (modp’), and there- 
fore to determine completely P, and Z,~),8;)(T). (It is a linear function of r). 
3. My Ph.D. student, Goro Kato, has computed a recursive formula 
for ,I+?. q!? a?! 22 13l. 3 L %?1. 3 z~k 3 %jk E 2 9 2 such that 
.f”,b = c &‘,!L g,ig,j A--p in At> 
i,j,kaO 
1 < a, b < 2 (where A = g 23 - 27gs2), for his Ph.D. thesis. (He will publish 
when he makes it elegant enough.) 
4. The zeta matrices of the Weirstrass family, as described in Example 4 
above, have coefficients in At oz Q. In fact, they actually have coefficients 
in At. This follows from a general observation, that: the hypotheses being 
as in Theorem 6 of Section 1, if C is simple over Spec(A), with fibers all of 
the same dimension n over Spec(A), then there exist lifted p-adic cohomology 
groups ofC with coejjkients in At, Hh(C, At), such that Hhc(C, & oz Q) R 
H2”-YC, &) Oz Q, all integers h. Notice that this (ordinary, no supports) 
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cohomology theory has “G& Q.” This is done in my book, “Lifted p-Adic 
Cohomology,” to appear. There, if U is a c.d.v.r. with quotient field of charac- 
teristic zero, such that the maximal ideal is generated by the rational primep, 
if 4 is any O-algebra and if A = A & k, then whenever C is a prescheme 
over Spec(A), such that there exists X over Spec(A) such that C is closed in X, 
where X is simple of finite presentation, but not necessarily separated, over 
Spec(A), and where X admits a flat lifting of finite presentation over Spec(A) 
(a C obeying this condition is called embeddable over A), then for all integers 
h and all open subsets U of C we define in [6] the lifted p-adic cohomology 
Hh(C, U, 4-t) of C module U with coejicients in At. (If also CM E VG,a, 
and X is as above, then for all integers h there is induced a canonical iso- 
morphism of (&It) oz Q-modules, 
where the lifted p-adic homology groups with compact supports on the left 
are as defined in Proposition 3 and Theorem 6 of Section 1 of this paper, 
and the groups on the right (which can be defined for any C embeddable over 
A, whether properly embeddable over 4 or not) are as defined in the book 
“Lifted p-Adic Cohomology” [6], to appear.) 
5. The observations in Example 4 above, of course, generalize to 
other familiar algebraic families than the Weirstrass family. 
6. Let 4 and &I be O-algebras, let A = 4 &k, B = @ 8,~ k, and 
suppose that we have F a homomorphism of rings from &I into At (mapping 
the image of 0 into the image of 0). Let C (resp. 0) be a prescheme over 
Spec(A) (resp.: over Spec(B)), such that C (resp.: D) is embeddable over A 
(resp.: over B) in the sense of 161. And suppose that we have f: C - D a 
morphism of preschemes such that the diagram: 
is commutative. Let U (resp. V) be any open subset of C (resp.: D) such that 
f(U) C V. Then from [6], we have an induced mapping: 
Hh(D, K B-t> - Hh(C, U, At>, all integers h 3 0, 
semi-linear with respect to the ring homomorphism induced by F, 
Ff: Ijt -+ 4-t. (Notice that we do not need, in this case, that At be integral 
over (Ft)(Bf).) In particular, if F: A + & is as in Example I, and we take 
D=C,U= V,f=ol,, then we obtain an (Ft)-semi-linear endomorphism 
HW 4 of Hh(C, U, At), 
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all integers h > 0. These are analogous to the zeta endomorphisms as defined 
in Example 1; but do not have as much to do with the important zeta function 
unless, e.g., C is simple over Spec(A) (-since, if, e.g., C is simple over A 
and with fibers of constant dimension, then by Remark 4 above these coho- 
mology groups are isomorphic to the lifted p-adic homology with compact 
supports of C - U, reindexed.) This is an important advantage of the lifted 
p-adic cohomology with compact supports over the (ordinary) lifted p-adic 
cohomology defined in [6]. 
Conjecture 3 (Generalized Weil’s “Riemann Hypothesis” Conjecture). The 
hypotheses being as in Theorem 2, if we fix any complex embedding, K’ C C, 
then we can write 
where 
Ph(T) = fi (1 - wT)> (7) 
i=l 
) ahi i = prh’lz, 1 <i <PA, 0 ,< h e 2d, C8) 
and where h’ = h’(i, h), depending on h and i, is an integer between 0 and h, 
all integers i, h, 1 < i < pk , 0 < h < 2d. Moreover, each ahi is an algebraic 
number, and ahi and all its conjugates over Q have the same absolute value, 
1 < i < fib , 0 < h < 2d. 
Remark 1. In the special case that the algebraic variety C is complete, 
non-singular and liftable, so that the functional equation [3, 111.2, p. 2541 
holds, (for the non-liftable case, see [6]) so that the sequences: 
(Pd”bk,l 9...3 Pd%h.BJ and (OLZd--h,l ,..., LY~~-~,~J are identical up to permu- 
tation, 0 < h < 2d, then Eqs. (7) and (8) would imply j ahi j = prk/2, 
1 <i<pk, 0 < h < 2d, the usual form of the original Weil “Riemann 
Hypothesis” Conjecture [8]. (Of course, if one deletes “liftable,” then this 
remark remains valid, see [6].) 
Remark 2. Conversely, if Conjecture 3 is true in dimensions <d - 1, 
and if d = dim C, then from the exact sequence (6) we see that Conjecture 3 
is true for C @ Conjecture 3 is true for any algebraic variety birationally 
equivalent to C. Therefore, if Conjecture 3 were known, e.g., in the complete 
non-singular case, and if resolution of singularities in characteristic p were 
known, then Conjectures 3 would hold in general. 
Remark 3. Therefore, Conjecture 3 is at the moment slightly stronger 
than the original Weil “Riemann Hypothesis” Conjecture [8] (but would be 
essentially equivalent if one had some form of resolution of singularities in 
characteristic p). 
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4. ~ADIC HOMOLOGY WITH COMPACT SUPPORTS AND THE ZETA FUNCTION 
Many of the results of this paper go through to q-adic cohomology. The 
main difference is, of course, that q-adic cohomology does not give anything 
interesting for an algebraic family (Example 1 of Section 3 does not go 
through) and there are no q-adic analogues of zeta matrices or of the zeta 
endomorphism. But the Frobenius map still acts on q-adic cohomology, 
and we obtain the following theorems. 
THEOREM 1. Let k be an algebraically closed field and let q be a rational 
prime # char(k). Let V, be the category havingfor objects all reduced algebraic 
varieties C over Spec(k) that are properly embeddable (see Section 1) over k, 
and for maps all proper maps of varieties over k. Then and for every integer 
h > 0, we have a covariant functor: C - Hhc(C, &), the q-adic homology of C 
with compact supports, from the catagory %‘k into the category of jinitely 
generated &-modules,4 such that, whenever h is a positive integer and X is a 
non-singular, separated algebraic variety over k, of constant dimension n, 
containing C as a closed subvariety, then there is induced a canonical iso- 
morphism 
H2n-h(X, X - C, &) w  Hhc(C, &) 
all integers h, where the cohomology groups are the q-adic cohomology groups 
as defined in [9]. 
Sketch of prooJ: One proceeds as in the proofs of Lemmas 1 and 2, and 
of Propositions 3 and 5 and Theorem 6 of Section 1 to define the indicated 
functors. The proof that the groups are finitely generated over 2, proceeds 
exactly as in Section 2.4 
Remark. The proof of Theorem 1 is slightly easier than its p-adic analogue 
(Theorem 6 of Section 1). The reason is that certain maps can be constructed 
for q-adic cohomology, using the combinatorial definition given in 
[9, Chap. I], which cannot be constructed directly for p-adic cohomology, 
which allows a simplification in the proofs of e.g., the q-adic analogues of 
Lemmas 1 and 2 and Proposition 5 of Section 1. (However, the proof of 
Theorem 1 above can be given exactly as in the p-adic case, if one wishes.) 
THEOREM 2 (q-Adic Generalized Weil’s Lefschetz Theorem). Let k’ be a 
JiniteJield and let C be an algebraic variety over k’ that is properly embeddable 
over k’. Let li be the algebraic closure of k’ and let C, = C x kj I?. Then the 
zeta function Z,(T) can be written as an alternating product, as in Eq. (2) of 
4 One first proves the corresponding theorem for coefficients in Z/qZ, and then uses 
Theorem 1, Chapter V, of [5]. Finite generation of q-adic cohomology was first proved 
by Michael Artin, by a different method. 
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Section 3, where d = dim C, and where, as in Eq. (3) of Section 3, P,(T) is the 
reverse characteristic polynomial of the endomorphism of the &dimen- 
sional &vector space, the hth homology group with compact supports 
fCc(G 3 2,) 0~~ 6, OfG > induced by the Frobenius map of C over k’. 
The proof is entirely similar to that of Theorem 2 of Section 3. Finally, 
THEOREM 3 (q-Adic Generalized Weil’s “Riemann Hypothesis” Theorem). 
The hypotheses being as in Theorem 2, if we fix any complex embedding: 
B, C C, then Eqs. (7) and (8), and the observations immediately ,following 
Eq. (8), of Section 3 hold. 
Remark. Notice that Theorem 6 is a theorem, rather than a conjecture, 
as is the case for the p-adic analogue (Conjecture 3 of Section 3). 
Proof. As in Remark 2 following Conjecture 3 of Section 3, we see that to 
prove Theorem 6, if one proceeds by induction on d = dim C, it suffices 
to prove the result for a variety birationally equivalent to C. Therefore one 
reduces to the case in which C is an affine non-singular hypersurface; and 
then the result follows from theorems in [II]. 
Remark. Analogues of the results of Section 3 of this paper can also 
be established for p-adic cohomology using the bounded Witt vectors [7]. 
5. LIFTED p-ADIC HOMOLOGY WITH COMPACT SUPPORTS ON AFFINES.P-ADIC 
“RIEMANN HYPOTHESIS" IN SPECIAL CASES 
In this section we study vanishing of the lower dimensional lifted p-adic 
homology groups with compact supports, when evaluated at an affine. 
Then we prove the p-adic “Riemann Hypothesis” for projective, non- 
singular. liftable varieties over finite fields. 
THEOREM 1. Let 0 be a complete discrete valuation ring with residue class 
field k and quotient field K, let 4 be an Q-algebra, let B be a simple A-algebra 
offinite presentation, and let B = B @o k. Suppose that all of the connected 
components qfjibers of Spec(B) over Spec(A) are of the same,fixeddimension N. 
Let C be a reduced closed subscheme of Spec(B=,& such that we have an 
integer d >, 0 such that the ideal of C on Spec(&,d) is the radicle of an ideal 
that is generated by d elements. 
Assume also the technical hypothesis, that either the ring A is normal, 
or else that 4 can be represented as a quotient of a polynomial ring 
P = U[(Ti)<st] over 0 such that there exists BP simple of finite presentation 
over _P such that (B,) & 4 M B as A-algebras. 
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Let Hhc(C, 4-f & Q) be the lifted p-adic homology of C with compact 
supports, with coeficients in (4-f) & Q, as defined in Theorem 6 of Section 1. 
Then 
HhYC, At Oz Q> = 0, allintegersh <N-d- 1. 
proof. First, notice that, since C is closed in Spec(&&), C is affine. Since 
also the ideal of C on Bred is the radicle of a finitely generated ideal, we have 
that C is properly embeddable over A (taking & = Spec@) proves this); 
and in the case A is not normal, C is polynomially properly embeddable over 
A (take X = Spec(&)). Therefore, in all cases, Hhc(C, & & Q), as defined 
in Theorem 6 of Section 1, makes sense, all integers h. The proof reduces 
immediately to the case in which 4 is normal, which we assume. 
The proof is by induction on d. 
Case 1. d = 0. Then C = Spec(&d). Then a simple, separated lifting 
of finite presentation of C over A, having all fibers over Spec(A) of the same 
dimension, is I: = Spec@). Therefore in this case if $ is any scheme proper 
over 4 containing & = C as an open subscheme, then (C, x) E Y;,,, , and 
H,“(C, At Oz Q) = HzN-YC, r,*G>t Oz Q), 
all integers h. But clearly r,Y(c)t = 0 for p > N + 1 (since &$ is simple 
over 4, and the fibers of Spec(B) over Spec(A) are all of dimension N). Also, 
since (C, 0,j C) is an affine O-space, Hg(C, I’,qc)t oz Q) = 0 for 4 b 1 
all integersp 2 0 (by [3, Chap. II, Sect. 3, Theorem I, p. 1741). Therefore, in 
the first spectral sequence of hypercohomology [3, Chap. I], which is of the 
form 
Efpg = WC> (G(C)t) Oz Q> * H”(C, (~,*KJt) Oz Q), 
we have that Efvq = 0 unless q = 0 and 0 < p < N. Therefore, the groups 
in the abutment vanish for n 3 N 4 1. This proves Case I. 
Case II. d > 0. We assume the assertion has been established for d - 1; 
to establish it for d. 
Letf, ,..., fd be d elements of the ideal 1,. of C on Spec(&ed) such that the 
radicle of the ideal generated by fi ,..., fd is all of Ic . Let C,-, be the closed 
subset: (fr = ... = fdP1 = 0) of Spec(&ed), endowed with its induced 
reduced structure. Then C,-, (respectively: C,-, - C,) is a reduced closed 
subscheme of Spec(&d) (respectively: of Spec((Bfd)red), and is such that the 
ideal of C,-, (respectively: of C,-, - C,) on Spec(&d) (respectively: on 
SpeC((Bfd)red)) is the radicle of an ideal generated by d - 1 functions, 
namely the functions fi ,... , fdwl . Let fa be any element of Jj that maps into 
fd E Brec~ . Then by the inductive assumption, applied to the simple A- 
algebra B (respectively: Bfd) of finite presentation over 4, such that the fibers 
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of (4 @E k&r (respectively: of (& o. k)red) over Ared are all of the same 
dimension N, and to the reduced closed subset Cd-r (respectively: CdeI - C,) 
of Spec(&?d) (respectively: of Spec((Bjd)M)), we have, (d - 1 replacing d), 
that 
HhYCd--l, (4t) Oz Q) = 0, all integers h < N - d, (1) 
(respectively: that 
Hhc(Cd-l - C, , (At) Oz Q) = 0, all integers h < N - d). (21 
We have the long exact sequence for lifted p-adic homology with compact 
supports: 
. . . - Hgfl(CdMl - C,) -k HhC(Cd) -=L H,t’(C,._,) 
restriction 
--, Hhc(Cdel - C,) 2% *.., (3) 
where the coefficients are in Af oz Q. (Section I, Proposition 7, with 
D = Cd , C = Cd--l , U = CdeI - Cd , and 1: C, -+ C,-, the inclusion.) 
Substituting Eqs. (1) and (2) into the long exact sequence (3) completes 
the induction. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE I. Let 0 be a c.d.v.r. with residue class field k, let 4 be an 
O-algebra, let A = 4 go k, and let C be a reduced affine scheme over 
Spec(Ar&). Let n be the supremum of the dimensions of fibers of C over 
Spec(A,ed). Suppose that C is a (weak) set-theoretic complete intersection 
over Spec(&d)-that is, suppose that there exists B simple of finite presen- 
tation over A, such that the connected components of the fibers of Spec(Bred) 
over SpeC(Ared) are all of the same dimension N, where B = B & k, 
and such that C is isomorphic to a reduced closed subscheme of Spec(Bre& 
in such a way that the ideal of C on Spec(B,,d) is the radicle of an ideal 
generated by exactly N - n functions. 
(Notice that the definition of “(weak) set-theoretic complete intersection” 
that we have given here is indeed less restrictive than the usual definition. 
In the usual definition of “(ordinary) set-theoretic complete intersection” over 
Spec(A,,d), one would insist, in addition, that B = R[T, ,..., 7’,].) Then 
COROLLARY 1.1. Let 0 be a c.d.v.r., let 4 be an c-algebra and let C be a 
(weak) set-theoretic complete intersection over Spec(A,ed). Then 
ffh’(C, 4-t Oz Q) = 0, all integers h < n - 1. (4) 
where n is the maximum dimension of allfibers of C over Spec(A&. 
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Proof. We can take d = N - n in Theorem 1. Then, by Theorem 1 the 
indicatedgroupsvanishforh <N-d- 1 = N- (N-n) - 1 = n - 1. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let 4 = 8’, a discrete valuation ring such that A?‘~, n 0 = 
A!* and let C be an affine absolutely non-singular algebraic variety of con- 
stant dimension over the field k’ = k(U). Then usuaZly C is a (weak) set- 
theoretic complete intersection over k’. (For example, this is the case if 
either C admits a flat lifting over 0’ or if C is an (ordinary) set-theoretic 
complete intersection over the field k’.) 
If this is the case, then by Example I, for the lifted p-adic homology with 
compact supports of C, we have 
HhC(C, K’) = 0 for h<n-I, 
where K’ = (0’)t & Q, and n is the dimension of the affine algebraic 
variety C. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let 4 and D be as in the Example following Remark 4, 
near the end of Section 1. Then C = D obeys the hypotheses of 
Theorem 1, with & = 4, N = 0 and d = n. Therefore by Theorem 1, 
Hhe(C, (At) & Q) = 0 for h < --n - 1, which is indeed easily seen directly. 
Note that as we have observed in the Example in Section 1, 
HC,(C, (4-t) & Q) # 0, so this result is “best possible” in this case. 
Note also that, in Example 3 above, the maximum dimension of fibers of C 
over Spec(&& is zero, but that Eq. (4) of Example 1 of course fails very 
strongly if one takes n = 0 (since the (--n)th group does not vanish). 
Therefore, in this example, C is indeed very far from being a “(weak) set- 
theoretic complete intersection” over Spec(&i) in the sense of Example 1. 
The next result in this section is somewhat special. Quite possibly a slightly 
longer study (than I have made at the moment) might yield more. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let X be a projective, non-singular liftable algebraic variety 
over a jinite jield k. Then the p-adic “Riemann hypothesis” (Conjecture 3 of 
Section 3; see [8]) is true for X. 
Proof. We prove the result using our p-adic cohomology for complete 
absolutely non-singular, liftable algebraic varieties over fields, as defined in 
[3, Chap. III, Sect. 1, Theorem 8, p. 2501. This functor, evaluated on X as in 
the hypotheses of this Proposition, is the direct product of the functor 
evaluated on the connected components of X. Therefore we can assume that 
X is connected. 
The proof is by induction on n = dim X. The proposition is trivial for 
n = 0. Suppose that the proposition is known in dimension <n, where 
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n > 0. To prove it in dimension n. Let X be connected, non-singular, com- 
plete and liftable of dimension n over k. 
Let &Z be a simple, projective lifting of X over a complete discrete valuation 
ring 0 of mixed characteristic having k for residue class field. Let K be the 
quotient field of 0. Fix a complex embedding: KC C. 
Let D be a generic hyperplane section of $ and let D = Q x 0 k. Then D 
obeys all the hypotheses of the proposition, and is of dimension IZ - I. 
Therefore, by the inductive assumption, we know that 
For every eigenvalue 01, of the endomorphism H”(fD , K) of 
Hh(D, K) induced by the Frobenius endomorphism fD of the 
algebraic variety D over the finite field k, on the lifted p-adic 
cohomology Hh(D, K) (as defined in [3, Chap. III, Sec. 1, 
Theorem 8, p. 250]), we have that 1 CL 1 = prh/2 (where #(k) = pT 
and p is the characteristic of k). 
(5) 
Let DK = Q x 0 K, X, = & x in K. Then taking D for &, & for _Y, the 
inclusion L: D + X for f and the inclusion L: D --+ X for f in Eq. (2) of 
Theorem 8 of [3, Chap. III, Sect. 1, p. 2501, we have the commutative 
diagram: 
H*(X, K) H*(LsK), H*(D, K) 
Ii /I 61 
H*(X, , r;) -& H*(DK , r;), 
where ~~ = _I x0 K. Moreover, if (Xc),, , resp: (D,&, , denotes the set of 
points rational over C of the projective, non-singular complex algebraic 
variety Xc = X, xK C, respectively: DC = D, xK C, together with the 
classical topology, then by Theorem 1, conclusion (4), of [3, Chap. III, Sect. 1, 
pp. 238-2391, we have that, for L$ in the diagram (6) above, that, under the 
isomorphisms (4) of [3, Chap. III, Sect. 1, Theorem 1, pp. 238-2391, we have 
that 
L; OK C is identified with H*((t&, , C), (3 
in which the rightmost map is the mapping induced on classical complex 
cohomology: H*((X&, , C) -+ H*((D&,, , C) by the set-theoretic in- 
clusion 
(&,p: (D&p =-+ &hp . 
But DC is a generic hyperplane section of the projective, non-singular 
complex algebraic variety Xc . Therefore, by the well-known theorem of 
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Solomon Lefschetz, about generic hyperplane sections of projective varieties 
over C, we have that the mappings on the right side of Eq. (7) are 
isomorphisms in dimension <n - 2; 
a monomorphism in dimension n - 1. 
From the commutative diagram (6), and the identification (7), it follows, 
likewise, that 
Hh(b, K) is 
I 
an isomorphism for h<n-2, 
a monomorphism for h = n - 1. (8) 
(For an alternative proof, and a more general such observation, see 
Remarks 1 and 2 below.) 
But then for h < n - 1, Hh(X, K) is a vector subspace of the K-vector 
space Hh(D, K), and is such that the K-endomorphism Hh(fX , K) of HQ’, K), 
induced by the Frobenius, fX , of X over k, is induced by the endomorphism 
Hn(f, , K) of Hh(D, K), where fD is the Frobenius of D over k. By the 
inductive assumption we have Eq. (5) for D. Therefore, 
For every eigenvalue (Y of Hn(fX, K) we have that / (II j = prh12, 
all integers h < n - 1. (9) 
The cohomology groups: H*(X, K) come equipped with cup products 
13, Chap. I, Sect. 71, which are preserved by maps over k [3, Chap. III, Sect. 1, 
Theorem 6, p. 2471, and in particular by H*(fX , K). And H*(X, K) obeys 
Poincare duality [3, Chap. III, Sect. 1, Theorem 1, pp. 238-2391. We there- 
fore have the functional equation [3, Chap. III, Sect. 2, Proposition 2. 
pp. 253-2541: 
If ( (Yh,r ,..., ~l~,~&) are the eigenValUeS with multiplicities of 
H”(fX , K), where & = dim, Hh(X, K), then for every integer h, 
0 < h < n, there exists a permutation Q of {l,..., /lh} such that (10) 
the sequences: (f%h.l ,..., fnbh.S,) and (wrrhm ,..., ~h.,+3,)) 
coincide. 
Equations (9) and (10) imply 
For every eigenvalue m of H”(& , K) we have that I o! I = prh12, 
all integers h > n + 1. (11) 
Therefore, by Eqs. (9) and (1 l), for every integer h # n, we have that every 
eigenvalue of Hh(fX , K) has absolute value prh12. It remains to prove the 
corresponding assertion for h = n. 
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But ph = dim, W(X, K) = the hth Betti number, in the sense of com- 
binatorial topology, of the complex algebraic variety (Xc)top . (The latter 
equality by [3, Chap. III, Sect. 1, Theorem 1, pp. 238-2391). If Ph is the 
reverse characteristic polynomial of H”(fx , K), then Ph is of degree fib , all 
integers h, and we have seen, in [3, Chap. III, Sect. 2, p. 2531, that the zeta 
function Z,(T) of the algebraic variety X over the finite field k can be written 
as the alternating product: 
zx(T) = P,(T) . PAT) ..* pzn-IV) 
P,(T) . P,(T) . . . Pm(T) 
(12) 
Let q be any rational prime fp and let Q, be the reverse characteristic 
polynomial induced by the Frobenius over the field k, of the hth q-adic 
cohomology group Hh(X,, B,,) with coefficients in 0,) of the algebraic 
variety over iF, X, = X x Ic E , where E is the algebraic closure of the field k, 
0 < h < 2n. Then we have seen in [9] that the dimension of the &-vector 
space Hh(Xk , B,,) is /$, , the hth Betti number in the sense of combinatorial 
topology of (X,&n , and that 
(13) 
Therefore deg(Q,,) = j& = deg(P,), all integers h. Fix a complex embedding, 
6, C C. Then in [I I], it is shown that the inverse roots of Qh have absolute 
value prhj2, all integers h, 0 < h < 2n. By Eqs. (9) and (1 l), we have likewise 
that the inverse roots of Ph have absolute value prh12, for all integers h, 
0 < h < 2n, h f n. Therefore, by Eqs. (12) and (13) (and unique factor- 
ization in C[7’]) it follows that Ph must divide Qh , for all integers h, 
0 < h < 2n, h # n. But since deg Ph = deg Q,, , and both Ph and Qh have 
constant term 1 (0 < h ,( 2n), this implies that Pn = Qn , all integers k, 
0 < h < 2n, h # n. But then from Eqs. (12) and (13) it follows that 
Pn = Qn . Therefore the inverse roots of P, have absolute value pmj2. 
completing the proof. Q.E.D. 
Remark 1. Another way of proving Eq. (8) of Proposition 2 is as follows. 
Let I/ = X - D. Then U obeys the hypotheses of Example 2 above, and 
therefore 
HhC(U, K) = 0, h<n--I. 
From the long exact sequence of lifted p-adic homology with compact 
supports: 
restriction , Hhc(u, fo 8% . . 
641/1x/3-13 
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(see Section 1, Proposition 7), it follows that 
Hhc(b, K): Hhc(D, K) -+ Hhc(X, K) is 
But Hhc(D, K) = H2n-h-2(D, K), and Hhc(X, K) = H2n-h(X, K), all integers 
h, and, with these identifications, Hhc(h, K) corresponds, under Poincart 
duality, to the dual of the mapping H 2n-h-z(~, K). Therefore Eq. (14) implies 
(and in fact is equivalent to) Eq. (8). 
Remark 2. The proof given in Remark 1 above of Eq. (14) generalizes 
to the case in which X is an arbitrary projective, absolutely non-singular 
algebraic variety over a field k, liftable or not, and D is a generic hyperplane 
section of X, assuming that X - D is a (weak) set-theoretic complete inter- 
section, as defined in Example 1. (And similarly, one proves the analogue of 
Eq. (8) for the lifted p-adic cohomology, (as defined in [6]), for such an X.) 
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